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Preface 

MILA, Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm is a wonderful protocol that was developed and 

refined at Saveetha Dental College and later spread on to the various institutions across the 

Saveetha Institute of Medical and Technical Sciences. What is interesting is that this protocol has 

been universally adopted whether it is maths, science, school teaching, dental education or 

anything for that matter. It shows that it’s a simple and versatile tool used for all forms of 

education and educational pedagogy. One of the major things we really enjoyed about the MILA 

protocol is that it allows us to cover the portions much faster; it keeps the students tempo longer 

and also the retention rates are much higher and the students’ performance in various exams are 

also much better. So, it is no surprise that this protocolis been followed across many other places. 

One of the more common systems which was independently developed similarly mimics MILA is 

the POMODORA methods of learning which also involves some form of a break for every kind of 

session. However, MILA is special in that the way the interactive activities are tied into the 

primary curriculum and how the successive activities are mend to keep diversity in the teaching 

style have also been a great boom in enhancing both the teachers creativity and students aptitude 

in learning. We believe that this literature shows extensive use of MILA in various forms of dental 

education. However, we would say that it would be a wonderful platform for every other dental 

educator to adopt into their day to day teaching policies or protocols. We would also suggest that 

many people from every other profession can also adopt this because it is a truly versatile system 

and we hope that it is of great use to the society. 
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Abstract--- Multiple Integrated learning algorithm (MILA), is a learning innovation which enables easy learning to 

the students. General Pathology being a complex subject but requires a lot of understanding to be a greater clinician. 

This subject needs understanding, memory and application which enables students in diagnosing the diseases and 

treating them with utmost care. The students get perplexed with the complexity in pathogenesis at cellular level. The 

understanding of the disease at molecular level is essential for prescribing drugs for the disease. This article focuses 

on a few chosen topics made easy with MILA. This enhanced the learning by the students.  

Keywords--- MILA, General Pathology, Inflammation, Necrosis, RBC. 

INTRODUCTION 

Activity based learning is an evolution in the teaching learning process to overcome the limitations from 

conventional teaching or learning (Patil et al. 2016; “Website” n.d.). Clarity in theoretical concepts is essential for 

application in reality. However this cannot be achieved by conventional teaching (Rogers 2009) Transformation from 

conventional teaching to activity based learning has a positive influence on students. (Rogers 2009; Cummings and 

Sheeran 2019) By reinforcing concepts learned during lecture, visually teaching new concepts and providing an 

outlet where the students are free to interact more casually with the instructor and their peers enhances their 

concentration and confidence. (Kanchanamala and Muppidi 2016). 

ABL is a reformed approach that enhances students’ active learning through various activities to develop 

cognitive, affective, and psychomotor skills equally. (Chaiyama 2018) Jonassen 2000 stated that learning is a highly 

complex process. Therefore, an effective learning process cannot be done with a single approach. ABL was developed 

as a learning approach that encourages and develops students’ active participation in learning by hands-on 

experiences in a multitude of learning environments inside and outside of campus. (Haslam, n.d.). 

MILA in teaching is an innovative approach which reduces the lecture time to 20 minutes thereby engaging the 

students with lecture based activity for remaining 20 minutes. This helps in reducing the boredom lectures. This 

teaching methodology was highly appreciated by students as it helps to understand the subject easily and provides an 

easy way to remember the difficult topics. It is also beneficial to the teaching staff as they no need to continuously 

take lecture classes for 40 minutes.  

mailto:dir.acad@saveetha.com
mailto:doctorsubha@gmail.com
https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/WqFK+lq3E
https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/IU8u
https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/IU8u+W9fVo
https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/IU8u+W9fVo
https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/IU8u+W9fVo
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https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/vulX1
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This article is on how effectively an activity based learning is helpful in learning general pathology among the 

dental undergraduate students. All three case studies had utilised different types of learning and are discussed based 

on either the scores or students perception. 

MILA in Teaching Concepts of Necrosis  

Pathology is a vast syllabus and has numerous complicated concepts that make the students get confused to click 

out the important and correct concepts of various disorders. Students have difficulty in understanding the 

pathological concepts of cell injury and cell death especially ‘Necrosis’ like etiopathogenesis, morphological features 

including gross and microscopic features. In the undergraduate curriculum, understanding the morphological 

features of the lesion is a challenging aspect. In the study done by Kathan R et al mentioned that Morphological 

knowledge is very important for understanding pathology (Kanthan and Senger 2011). Though morphological 

features of a lesion need microscopic study, we used ‘clay modeling’ of the pathological features of necrosis for 

understanding the morphological features. We in our class used this ‘clay modeling’ as an activity in between the 

short session of lecture for 20 minutes. This activity-based learning method called the ‘Multiple Interactive Learning 

Algorithm (MILA)’ was introduced in 2014 (“Website” n.d.). In this system of learning, there will be a short lecture for 

20 minutes followed by 20 minutes of interactive and non-interactive activities given to the students. In the time of 

the lecture, the facilitator will describe the concepts of the selected topic of the class schedule. After the lecture, an 

activity will be given about the concept discussed. In this monograph, we described the methods and results of the 

MILA system used in the pathology classroom for the second-year undergraduate students regarding ‘Necrosis’.  

METHODOLOGY 

The study was conducted in the Lecture hall, Department of Pathology, Saveetha Dental College, Saveetha Institute 

of Medical and Technical Sciences. In our study, as per the Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm (MILA), the entire 

second year dental undergraduate students were divided into small groups of around twenty-five to thirty students 

in each batch. With the sample population of twenty-five second-year undergraduate students, in MILA we utilized 

forty minutes out of the one hundred twenty minutes for the topic ‘Necrosis’. Out of the forty minutes, the first twenty 

minutes were given for flipped class sessions and the next twenty minutes were given for the activity ‘Clay modeling’.  

The protocol included in the Flipped class session was 1) Visualisation of a short keynote video for first three 

minutes, 2) Interactive discussion about the concepts shown in the video, 3) Discussion of the points for further 

understanding in order and the Clay modeling session, the students were segregated in five groups with three to five 

students in each group. The students were allowed to make a 2D model on microscopic features of the types of 

Necrosis for 20 minutes. Each group was given one type of necrosis. After the clay modeling activity, the students 

were allowed to discuss the salient features of the microscopy of the different types of necrosis. The level of 

understanding of the correct pathological concepts of the necrosis among the students was analyzed by their 

performance in the model theory examination which was evaluated by an external examiner in an unbiased manner. 

This group was considered group 2 and group 1 comprised 25 randomly selected students from the previous year 

batch of second-year students who were taught in the conventional lecture for forty-five minutes of the large group 

teaching method. 

RESULTS 

The results of the student performance and attentiveness were compared among the two groups.  

 

https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/FDYF
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Table 1: Conventional Method of Teaching Versus MILA System of Teaching. 

Group  No. of students Mean Std dev p- value Statistical significance 

Conventional method of teaching 25 9.300 2.107 0.028 Significant 

(<0.05) MILA system of learning 25 10.500 1.646 

 

 

Graph 1: Comparison of the Two Means of the Marks Obtained by Two Groups 

As table 1 showed the marks obtained by the students trained by Multiple interactive learning algorithms were at 

a higher level than the conventional method of the teaching method. The mean values of the two groups were shown 

in graph 1. The mean value of the marks of the group 1 is 9.3, and the group 2 is 10.5. The student t-test was 

performed with the results obtained. The p Value is 0.028 which is <0.05 and there is a statistically significant 

difference between the two groups. The student’s attentiveness and interaction are also increased in the MILA 

learning method compared to the conventional teaching method. Modelling based activities create the ability of 

argumentation, visualization, and analogical reasoning among students (Millis and Cottell 1998; Anderson and Yates 

1999). Millis et al in their study suggested that faculty should introduce cooperative learning in higher education 

which includes reciprocal or paired teaching activities, interactive lectures, and problem-based learning methodology 

to clarify the concepts of pathology among the students (Millis and Cottell 1998). In our study, we focused the same 

and found that the MILA system of learning pathology is helpful for the students. 

MILA in Teaching RBC Disorders 

MILA in teaching “RBC DISORDERS '' a difficult and confusing topic. Students have a difficulty in correlating the 

laboratory findings which is quite confusing in case of the RBC DISORDER. We utilised a method of case 

representation and pictorial representation type of pedagogy.RBC disorders is a vast and huge topic. 

Various nutritional anemias, thalassemias, sickle anaemia come under this topic. For better understanding we 

made the students analyze the anaemias by giving the clinical case representation form. Clinical symptoms and some 

lab findings were included In the case history and students were asked to identify the type of RBC disorder. The 

classes were taken and the students were made to understand the concept of the topic and then with case 

https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/RJ2N+lg3B
https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/RJ2N+lg3B
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presentation and pictorial representation the various topics were covered so that they never got confused and had a 

clear cut idea on the topic. 

The microscopic findings and case histories were compiled to make them analysed and recollect and correlate the 

findings and diagnose what disorder it comes under. The classes were taken as usual. After the classes were taken, 

they were made to revise and brush the topics once again. Then the activity was given to the students by PowerPoint 

presentation.  

Peer led team based learning was the activity we utilised for this study. They were divided into Group A and 

Group B. The students were given time to understand the question and the pictures to discuss with their peers and 

finally answer it. 

Therefore this helps the students to apply what they have studied. This method has helped the students to analyse 

and learn and apply the concepts they have studied rather than blindly reading the topics. When they take care to 

analyse and apply it, it stays in their memory and helps them to recollect it whenever required. A test conducted in 

the following showed good results. 

There has been a slight increase in understanding the concepts that have been taught. This shows that pictorial 

method and case history representation method has helped them to understand and grasp the concepts of this 

particular topic. The lab findings which were quite confusing for the students which later after the case 

representation and pictorial gaming was made simple for them. 

This results in the following test showed that students have fully understood the concept. This type of activity also 

helps them to correlate the clinical symptoms and diagnose the disease rather than blindly reading the topics. This 

helps them to improve their analytical knowledge as well. Thus this shows that more than a monologue’s class, 

involving the students and helping them correlate what they have learnt in class by giving activity helps them 

improve in their studies. Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective for teaching RBC disorders. 

  

MILA in Teaching Chemical Mediators of Inflammation 

We followed this MILA (Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm) technique in General Pathology to teach the 

“Chemical Mediators of Inflammation”. As there are many chemical mediators, it’s quite difficult for the students to 

remember its source of production, its functions, types and examples.  

There are various methods used in MILA which includes, PEER LED, POGIL, SCALEUP, CRITICAL THINKING, CLAY 

MOLDING, CONCEPT MAPPING, etc. 

We utilised DIGITAL BASED ACTIVITY- MATCH THE MEMORY as one of the methods of pedagogy in a class 

between 8:30 am to 9:15 am. The objective of this learning game is to render the learning experience with more fun, 

to engage learners and to keep them motivated (Khenissi et al. 2014). Recent research on “brain training” renews 

https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/t8QQ
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promise for improving memory and other cognitive skills (Deveau et al. 2014). Here, we focus on improving the 

speed of thinking and training the short term memory into long term memory through this digital based activity. 

A flipped video was provided to the students, followed by discussion and a brief introduction was given about 

Digital based activity (Match the Memory). Match the memory is a fun game, where you need to match pairs of tiles. 

Game is completed once all the tiles are matched. Here, tiles to be paired can be denoted with picture- picture, text- 

text or picture-text. This helps in recalling and remembering the new terms, its definition, source, types, functions. As 

pictures are also included in this game it makes students identify the perfect match quickly. The time duration to 

complete the game and number of flips are considered for the scoring system. Students who take the minimum time 

and minimum number of flips to complete will top the leader board. A link was created and sent through whatsapp to 

all students.  

Advantage of MATCH THE MEMORY includes improved concentration, train visual memory, increase short term 

memory, increase attention to detail, improve the ability to find similarities and differences in objects, help to classify 

objects that are grouped by similar traits, improve vocabulary. 

The major advantage of this game is to enhance the speed of thinking. Students can play anywhere and at any time 

and also many times. Instead of studying the entire text book for revision, students can play this game two or more 

times. This gives them better recollection of the terms along with pictures.  

How was the Game Created? 

There is a website named “matcthememory.com”. Creating a new game step by step is given in figure 1.First, an 

account must be opened in order to create a new game. Shows the details of the created account. It displays the 

number of games created and images uploaded. Secondly, create a new game (circled in the figure) by choosing the 

icon. The title of the new game is given as Chemical Mediators II. The game is made public. Layout of the card can be 

chosen. To encourage the winner pop up message can be created like Hurray. 

The design of the back and front of the card are selected. Even the colour and the font of the text can be of our 

choice. There are various card types like Pic-Pic, Text-Text, Pic-Text as shown in the below figure. Each card is 

assigned some specific terms and pictures related to it. How is the game played? Figure 2 gives the order of the game. 

Pictures to be uploaded have to be dragged in the specified box as shown in the figure Different terms used in each 

card. In total 9 cards have been created with its corresponding match, it can either be a text or picture format. 

Selected cards are shuffled. Link is shared to the students through gmail or whatsapp group. As the student plays 

the cards get revealed. On completion of the game results get displayed with the time taken and number of flips used 

to finish the game. 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/UAKhMp/rBTF
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Figure 1: Creating a Game Step by Step 
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Figure 2: Playing the Game 
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Demonstration was given to the students on how to play the game. The link was sent to 13 current second year 

students and was asked to play. When compared to the last year passed out students, the current second year 

students were able to recall the different types of chemical mediators and its role in inflammation. It is also noticed 

that there has been a dramatic increase in the speed of thinking. 

CONCLUSION 

The MILA learning method is found to be having a dramatic increase in the performance of the students and 

understanding of the pathological concepts of the Necrosis. Overall, we believe that teaching students by this method 

is very effective for understanding and learning pathology concepts. We believe teaching students by this method is 

effective and improves the concentration level. Such dry topics can be memorised easily through these kinds of 

activities. Students were able to answer whenever the chemical mediators topic came for discussion.  
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Abstract--- MILA, Multiple interactive learning algorithms are an innovation in teaching and learning. Since 

conventional teaching methodology involves one way communication it prevents students from active participation. 

MILA is a methodology which involves active participation by the students in the form of activity and discussions. 

Activity based learning is an evolution in the teaching learning process to overcome the limitations from conventional 

teaching or learning [1]. Clarity in theoretical concepts is essential for application in reality. However this cannot be 

achieved by conventional teaching [2]. Transformation from conventional teaching to activity based learning has a 

positive influence on students [2,3]. By reinforcing concepts learned during lecture, visually teaching new concepts 

and providing an outlet where the students are free to interact more casually with the instructor and their peers 

enhances their concentration and confidence [4]. Activity-based learning prescribes an array of methods of 

pedagogical approaches to teaching. Its core practice lies on hands-on experiments and activities [5]. In our study we 

have tried numerous activities in teaching head and neck anatomy to dental undergraduate students. We have tried 

numerous individual and team activities in teaching anatomy. The activities include concept mapping, model making 

using chart, clay modelling, sketching, etc. A short flipped video followed by interaction with the facilitator and 

activity which enables students to have an active learning session. We found it to be a very effective learning 

methodology based on the students’ performance and the feedback we received from the students. 

Keywords--- Flipped Class, Teaching, Learning, Clay Modelling, Activity based Learning. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Lecture sessions have been established to be one of the most inefficient methods of knowledge sharing for many 

decades [6]. The average student remembers less than 10% of what is taught in class and the overall standard of 

education is compromised by the use of large classrooms with impersonalised speeches [7]. Lecture sessions are also 

reported to be boring and inconsistent when similar topics are repeated between classes. Although adjuvants like 

presentations and slides promised to make lectures more effective, In reality they only led to increased boredom of 

faculty merely reading everlasting scripts with little to no passion [8]. By the early 2000’s SMART classrooms were 

considered the holy grail of education [9]. The initial wave of positive review and the aura of technology propelled 

thousands of institutions across the globe to purchase high end smart board equipment. But over time they have also 

proved to be in-vain.  

Over the past decade, other platforms tried to replace the smart board as the next big thing [9]. One major 

contender with tremendous promise was the iPad®/Tablet system coupled with polished software that promised to 

make course work and learning easier [7]. To an extent, these systems have shown some successful integration. The 

use of vital books and tablets notes have become common practice in most institutions and however the impact of 

this on the student learning and long term retention are questionable [10]. Tablets do provide easy access to a wide 

variety of sources and videos. Video based tutorials in youtube and in classrooms have become very popular and 

seem to impact the understanding of the learning of the individuals [11]. Nevertheless, the quality of content creation 

and lack of curation / reviews have made it very difficult to search for the right content. Many students have reported 

difficulty in effectively utilizing these resources with ease. 

Learning management systems such as Blackboard®, Canvas® have been used extensively for content delivery, 

eventually they have become replaced by efficient services like Google Classroom®, Moodle® etc [12]. Classrooms 

have even gone virtual with Zoom®, Google Meet®, Cisco WebX® etc [13]. These methods have opened new 

paradigms for teachers to connect with students across long distances. It's evident from above mentioned facts that 

the majority of the focus in education primarily aimed to make teaching fancy, more technologically savvy etc. 

Unfortunately the focus on technology has not improved the spirit of education. Very little has been done to improve 

the quality of the teaching learning process with the available simple cognitive tools [14]. 

In this article, we have tried MILA, Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm in teaching Head and Neck Anatomy 

for Undergraduate dental students. Seven difficult topics were chosen, handled by different faculty and reported as a 

case series. Each faculty had tried innovative ideas in making learning easier. The sessions were of 2 hours time 

which includes a flipped video session, interactive session, activity session and feedback or assessment session in any 

order of convenience.  

MILA in Teaching Facial Nerve 

Anatomy of the facial nerve is an important topic which has a significant role in day to day clinical practice. The 

facial nerve has a complex anatomical course and so, a thorough understanding of the course of the facial nerve is 

essential to localize the sites of its pathology with varying effects [1] [2] [3]. 

The facial nerve is the seventh cranial nerve (CN VII). It arises from the brain stem and extends posteriorly to the 

abducens nerve and anteriorly to the vestibulocochlear nerve. It courses through the facial canal in the temporal bone 

and exits through the stylomastoid foramen after which it divides into five terminal branches at the posterior edge of 

the parotid gland. The facial nerve provides motor innervation of facial muscles that are responsible for facial 
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expression, parasympathetic innervation of the glands of the oral cavity and the lacrimal gland, and sensory 

innervation of the anterior two-thirds of the tongue. 

The facial nerve carries both motor and sensory fibers. Motor axons innervate the muscles of facial expression and 

the stapedius muscle. Parasympathetic fibers go to the ganglia that supply glands in the oral cavity and the lacrimal 

gland. The sensory component provides innervation to the external auditory meatus, the tympanic membrane, and 

the pinna of the ear. The facial nerve also carries a taste sensation from the anterior two-thirds of the tongue. 

The difficulty to understand this topic for a first year dental student is many folds. The different nuclei of facial 

nerve present in the brain stem with different functional components initiates the complexity of the topic. To further 

compound the difficulty in understanding the anatomy lies the facial nerve’s intratemporal course. The applied 

anatomy of the nerve involving the upper motor neuron lesion and lower motor neuron lesion and the differing 

clinical presentation based on strong anatomical correlation adds even more complexity and versatility for the topic.  

To understand all the above mentioned concepts involved, students need more than just PowerPoint 

presentations or black board chalk and talk teaching methods as tools. We used Multiple Integrative Learning 

Algorithms to meet this daunting task. We approached this topic with concept mapping pedagogy and wire modelling 

of the nerve based on the concept mapping to make the topic familiarise and grasp the ideas and concepts behind the 

anatomy of the facial nerve. Following the flipped class on facial nerve anatomy involving video lecture and 

explaining the same to the small group learning students, using the Ipad, the students were asked to draw a concept 

map of the facial nerve (Figure 1). The students started to make concept maps from the nuclear levels and a flow 

chart of different components of facial nerve was drawn. Using the concept mapping, the students were then asked to 

do a colour wiring flow chart of anatomy of facial nerve using electronic circuit core wires which are very malleable 

and come in multi colours(Figure 2). 

 

Figure 1: Concept Mapping of Facial Nerve 
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Figure 2: Coloured wire Chart of Facial Nerve 

This activity greatly enhanced the core concept grasping involved in anatomy. Doing this as a play way method, 

the logics involved become different and intriguing for the students. Students reviewed that this activity greatly 

enhanced their understanding of anatomy of the facial nerve. 

MILA in Teaching “Cavernous Sinus” 

MILA in teaching “Cavernous Sinus” is a challenge. Students have difficulty in understanding its relations, 

tributaries and drainage channels /communications. This has been widely reported in various publications. 

Cavernous sinus is a large dural venous space situated in the middle cranial fossa on each side of the body of the 

sphenoid bone between the outer endosteal (internal periosteum) layer and inner meningeal layer of the dura mater 

of the brain. The relations and various aspects of cavernous sinus anatomy is difficult to understand [15]. Also, the 

understanding of the borders and walls that contain the cavernous sinus is extremely important in applied 

anatomical aspects, as this gives a proper orientation of various tumours in relation to the surrounding neurovascular 

structures [16]. The various channels in the cavernous sinus have numerous complex incoming and draining venous 

connections with the adjacent structures [17]. Thus this kind of complex anatomy of cavernous sinus is a topic to be 

studied and understood meticulously and also to be taught to students in a simple and easy way for better 

understanding. 

We utilised the “Clay Modelling” method of pedagogy. Flipped Class in MILA is a learner-centered model. In the 

flipped classroom the lecture content of a topic is explained in the form of 8-10 minutes video followed by an active 

teaching which extends for about 20 minutes followed by the activity session commences.  

The protocol for the clay modelling activity consists of dividing the students into several small groups containing 

maximum 4 or 5 students in each group. Each group was provided with a coloured chart and 1 box of clay containing 

various colours. With the help of the video and the explanation given the students first drew the outline of the 

Cavernous sinus, its relations on both the lateral walls, tributaries, and the draining channels. They used the clay and 

created a cavernous sinus3D form model over the picture drawn in the chart. Each structure was depicted in different 

colours. The tributaries and the communications were represented with coloured thin wires. The colour coding helps 

them differentiate each structure clearly. Interestingly, they used different strategies and innovative ideas to 

represent the caverns in the cavernous sinus. This clay art modelling is a fun filled activity which improves hand-eye 
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coordination skills, develops fine motor skills, improves creativity and above all encourages activity based learning 

among students. This type of activity makes all the members in a group get involved and engaged in this process. 

Once there is coordination between the hands and eye by brain, it intentionally makes even the slow learner of the 

group to get actively involved in sculpting the clay model of any complex topic. The final architecture image gets 

portrayed deeper in their mind and the incoming channels of the cavernous sinus follows a pattern of referenced 

memory with clues (colour, image shape, friend’s name, etc.) to represent the tributaries.  

There has been a dramatic increase in understanding the concepts like its relations, tributaries and 

communications upon preparing a clay model of cavernous sinus. The salient features in remembering these concepts 

are the various colour clues used in the model. This gives a reference oriented memory in acquiring the names of the 

structures. All these cues prepare the student efficiently to analyse, understand and retain the concept thoroughly. 

Also this topic is of utmost clinical importance as many cranial nerves and internal carotid arteries pass through this 

valve-less dural venous sinuses. 

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective for teaching “Cavernous Sinus”. The graphical 

representation of student’s perception on activity based learning in MILA is shown in the figure below (Figure 3). The 

images show the various clay models prepared by I. BDS students in their Anatomy class (Figure 4). 

 

Figure 3: Bar Chart Showing Student’s Perception on MILA (%) 

 

Figure 4: Coloured Clay Modeling of Cavernous Sinus by 5 Groups of Students 
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MILA in Teaching Middle Ear 

Middle ear is a very complicated concept. Students have difficulty in understanding the concepts of boundaries, its 

features and their communications. This has been widely reported in various publications [18] [19] [20]. 

We utilised small group learning with video presentation, group discussion and problem solving quiz method of 

pedagogy (Figure 5 and Figure 6). 

The protocol included as follows orientation and video presentation for 20 minutes, learner facilitator clarification 

for 20 minutes. Group Activity for40minutes Individual and within group would work for 20 minutes and between 

groups for 20 minutes and each group will present for 10minutes. 

Pre-learning of the given concepts using learning resources is encouraged before they appear for in-class 

interactive sessions. The learning materials like preloaded videos, I books, reference text books are provided to them. 

The topic of discussion is uploaded on the schoology platform well before the active session with the activity sheets 

for better preparation and time management. 

There has been a dramatic increase in student’s perception and understanding of the difficult concepts of the 

middle ear. The Multiple interacting learning algorithm allows the learner to engage actively throughout the session. 

As the learning system is interspersed every 20 minutes, the monotony in the learning process is cracked. The 

learners and the facilitators have an equal enthusiastic participation during the session. As we encourage group 

activities, in addition to learning the key concepts of the ear, they develop healthy interpersonal relationships and 

leadership qualities. In group presentations all the students are given equal opportunities to express themselves. It 

allows them to build self-confidence. The activities allow the learners to critically think and analyse the concepts to 

come out with answers. It helps to provoke their thinking, creative and application skills (Figure 7). 

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective for teaching anatomy of the middle ear cavity.  

 

Figure 5: Take Home Quiz 
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Figure 6: Result of Take Home Quiz 
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Figure 7: Student Feedback Report 

MILA in Teaching Anatomy of Orbit  

The anatomy of the orbit and the function of the six extraocular muscles of the eye is a challenging and frequently 

misunderstood concept amongst students [21]. The insertion and action of extra ocular muscle is a very complicated 

concept [22]. The actions of the individual extraocular muscles are usually explained to students in a lecture format 

by showing the relationship of each muscle to the axes of the eyeball and the walls of the bony orbit. The lateral and 

medial rectus muscles cross only the vertical axis, and consequently, cause only abduction and adduction, 

respectively. In contrast, the superior and inferior oblique and rectus muscles cross all three axes (vertical, 

horizontal, and anteroposterior) of the globe. Therefore, concentric contraction of each of these muscles results in 

three movements; abduction or adduction, elevation or depression, and intorsion or extortion. Hence it is a challenge 

to find more feasible ways of teaching extraocular muscle movements to ensure that students can efficiently 

comprehend the actions of extraocular muscles. This has been widely reported in various publications [1] [2] [3]. 

We utilised the model making method of MILA. The protocol included after the regular lecture followed by a video 

on action of extraocular muscle, the students are divided into small groups having 3 to 4 students. Each group was 

given a small ball to be used as an eyeball, a marker pen to draw the cornea, a few strips of chart paper to be used as 

the muscles and tape to attach the strips to the ball as muscle insertions. 

The four recti muscles are first attached to the eyeball from standard distances of corneoscleral junction. Then the 

oblique muscles are attached behind the equator of the eyeball passing below or above the recti muscle. The inferior 

oblique is inserted close to the superior oblique a little below and posterior to it. This ensures the students 

understanding of the fibre direction and insertion of the extraocular muscles. The students then learn about the 

action of each muscle by pulling each strip and understanding how the various muscles on contracting exerts a pull 

on the eyeball producing the movements in various axes. 

 A thorough understanding of the action of each muscle is essential to clinically test the integrity of cranial nerves 

III, IV & VI (oculomotor, trochlear and abducens nerve) supplying these muscles. The knowledge and understanding 
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of the attachment and actions of these extra-ocular muscles is also useful when learning about conjugate movement 

of eyeballs and the clinical conditions like squint, diplopia and nystagmus related to paralysis of these muscles. 

There has been a dramatic increase in understanding of the concept of how the fibres of the extraocular muscles 

pass in relation to each other and the orbital wall and gets inserted to the sclera of the eyeball. This knowledge was 

essential to learn about the actions produced by these muscles in different axes of eyeball (Figure 8). This model 

allows students to visualize the movements of the extraocular muscles by pulling the “muscles”, this activity 

ultimately helps students to understand the mechanisms of muscle movements with regard to innervation and the 

rationale for cranial nerve tests. The other advantages of this eye model are that it is low cost and easy to construct. 

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective for teaching the action of extraocular muscles and 

its action. 

  

Figure 8: Eyeball Model Developed by Students 

MILA in Teaching Muscles of Mastication 

Muscles of mastication are the group of muscles that help in movement of the mandible as during chewing and 

speech. It’s a complicated concept to study as these muscles control the opening and closing of the mouth and their 

equilibrium created within the mouth and it is also related with the movements of the mandible and 

Temporomandibular joint [23]. The students find it difficult to understand the role of masticatory muscles in relation 

to temporo mandibular joint dysfunction, inferior alveolar nerve block, and lower denture fitting, orthodontic 

treatment and in surgical approach of zygomatic complex fractures [24]. This has been widely reported in various 

publications [1] [2] [3]. 

We utilised a small group learning method of pedagogy in a class. The protocol included a flip video followed by 

activities which helps in using the lecture time in an effective and interesting way to the students. The two hours of 

long boring lecture time is divided into four effective sessions. The first session includes a flip video class about the 

topic with appropriate diagrams and proper explanation. The video was about 5-6 minutes with all anatomical details 

and coloured pictures. After the video there was open discussion about the topic which made the students interactive. 

Each student had their own perception about the topic and shared the views during interaction. Further clarifications 

and explanations were given to the students. This was followed by session two with a group activity about the topic.  
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Activity 1. The students were divided into small groups of about 5-6 students. The students were given colour clay 

dough and asked to fix the clay over the mandible to show the attachments. This method helped them to remember 

the subject in a better way.  

Activity 2. A paper model of each muscle was made and represented over the skull and mandible to show the 

direction of fibers and exact location with origin and insertion. This helped to know the relations in the skull.  

Activity 3. Students were asked to palpate the masticatory muscles of the fellow students. They were asked to do 

the movements of the mandible. Demonstration was given to position the mandible for TMJ Dislocations. A practical 

palpation and demonstration helped the students to understand the landmarks and made them confident. This was 

followed by a cadaver demonstration of masticatory muscles in a dissected specimen. It helped them to feel the 

texture of the muscle, bone and nerve. The immediate visual perception helped the students to recollect during the 

exam. The students were asked to take a photograph of the specimen in their ipad and asked to mark the anatomical 

landmarks and to identify the structures which they saw. This helps them to recollect during practical exams without 

any confusion.  

There has been a dramatic change in the observing skills of the students. The students were more active and 

interested in the class. There has been a gradual increase in the understanding of the subject, correlating with 

diagrams and cadaver specimens. The practical palpation made them more confident about the landmarks and 

moulds them to handle the patients. There has been an increase in the marks of the students (Figure 9). The 

discussion session helped them to come out of their shell and shyness. It made me interact with all students and 

helped to understand everyone’s point of view (Figure 10). 

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective, creative and fun based for teaching the Muscles 

of mastication along with clinical correlations. This method makes the student confident. 

 

Figure 9: Student Performance before and after MILA 
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Figure 10: Clay Modelling Done by Students 

MILA in Learning Lateral Wall of Nasal Cavity and Opening of Paranasal Air Sinus 

The nose followed by nasal cavity is a midline structure that acts as a passage for air to enter and exit during 

respiration and is also involved in olfaction by containing olfactory receptors. It is partitioned into right and left 

halves by nasal septum, which is formed by cartilages and bones. It communicates with the external environment 

through external nostrils and posteriorly with nasopharynx through posterior nasal aperture. It contains a roof, floor, 

septum and lateral wall. The above mentioned boundaries are formed by bony and cartilaginous structures and lined 

by mucous membrane. 

The bones related to the nasal cavity contain air spaces that help to lighten the weight of the skull, voice 

resonance, regulate the temperature of air when entered during respiration, etc. The air sinuses are frontal, maxillary, 

sphenoidal and ethmoidal are situated around the nasal cavity, hence it is called as paranasal air sinuses, the bones 

containing it are called as pneumatic bones. The nasal cavity is the place where the paranasal air sinus opened i.e. at 

the lateral wall of the nasal cavity. 

The lateral wall of the nasal cavity is a complicated structure that contains various bones with opening of air sinus. 

It is made up of bones and cartilages such as nasal, maxilla, lacrimal and ethmoid, inferior nasal concha, 

perpendicular plate of palatine, medial pterygoid plate of sphenoid and alar cartilages [13]. The notable feature of it is 

the presence of bony shelves such as superior middle and inferior conchae lined by mucous membrane. Between the 

bony shelves, it contains spaces called meatus, thus the lateral wall contains superior, middle, inferior meatus and 

also the sphenoethmoidal recess, where paranasal air sinuses opens. Cappello et al., 2018 have reported that the 

arrangement of sinonasal structures in the head is intricate [15]. 
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Clinically, sinusitis is a more familiar term that the involvement of paranasal air sinuses because they are more 

often infected. The unintentional damage of air sinuses during surgical approach may cause spread of infection to 

above mentioned cavities. For example, the approach of ethmoidal air sinus is highly complicated due to its close 

relation with cranial cavity. The reason for damage may be anatomical variation of air sinuses [14]. 

It is definitely a challenging topic for me to ease the sinonasal anatomical structures (lateral wall of nasal cavity 

and paranasal air sinus) for the students. The class of lateral wall of nasal cavity and paranasal air sinus was started 

by explaining general ideas about the topic like its location, arrangements and its clinical significance. Followed by 

the lecture class we played the video of the topic. But they felt it was very difficult to understand the skeletal 

framework of the lateral wall and its feature; opening of air sinuses at various locations of meatuses; blood supply 

and nerve supply. In case of blood and nerve supply; venous and lymphatic drainage the lateral wall is divided into 

various quadrants and segments. This is the main reason why students felt difficult to understand. 

At the model making session, we planned to make a suitable model to make them understand easily. So we 

prepared a small booklet in the shape of a lateral wall of the nasal cavity which is there in the skull. Then we drew an 

arrangement of bones and cartilages in one chart piece followed by opening of the paranasal air sinuses, arterial and 

nerve supply, venous and lymphatic drainage and finally we made it into a small booklet. By placing that small 

booklet on the lateral wall in the skull they could easily oriented the bony and cartilaginous arrangements, areas of 

blood and nerve supply and lymphatic drainage (Figure 11). 

At the end of the class, the response of students was good and they asked us to continue the same for all topics. 

The main advantage of this model is less expenses, easy making and quick recollection of the particular topics. This 

may be a good tool and easy way to understand the complex or complicated concepts in anatomy.  

 

Figure 11: Booklets Placed on the Skull 
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MILA in Teaching Anatomy of Larynx 

Larynx is the organ for the production of voice or phonation and it is also an air passage. It is made up of paired 

and unpaired cartilages connected by joints, ligaments and muscles. The unpaired cartilages are thyroid, cricoid and 

epiglottis. The paired cartilages are arytenoid, cuneiform and corniculate. 

There are various intrinsic and extrinsic muscles which produce different movements of Larynx. They are 

cricothyroid, posterior cricoarytenoid, lateral cricoarytenoid, transverse arytenoid, oblique arytenoid, thyroarytenoid 

and vocalis. The movements are elevation and depression of the larynx, opening and closing of the inlet of the larynx. 

There are also muscles which act on vocal cord producing adduction and abduction, tension and relaxation. 

The muscles and mucous membrane are supplied by internal, external and recurrent laryngeal nerves. All these 

are branches from the vagus nerve. The blood vessels are superior and inferior laryngeal arteries and veins. The 

cavity of the larynx is divided into vestibule, ventricle and infraglottic. It extends from the inlet of the larynx to the 

lower border of cricoid cartilage. 

The anatomy of the larynx has been a very complicated concept. The students used to find it very difficult to have 

a clear image of it and this has been widely reported in various publications [16] [17]. 

To make it easier we used small group learning with the MILA application. In this video presentation, group 

discussion and an activity were given. 

The two hours class was divided into four small sessions; Orientation and video demonstration for 20 minutes, 

Specimen demonstration and interaction for 20 minutes, Group discussion and group activity for 40 minutes and 

Presentation by the students- 40 minutes. 

The students were given a brief discussion about the topic and then the video was played. The video presentation 

enhanced the understanding of the topic by the students than the regular board & chalk and the power point 

methods. The students had a three dimensional view. 

The specimens were demonstrated and doubts were clarified as a separate session.  

The students were divided into four groups and they were asked to do the chart paper models of larynx. After 

completion of models each group students were asked to present for ten minutes under the following headings 

(Figure 12). 

Group I- Introduction, extent and cartilages. 

Group II- Intrinsic & extrinsic muscles and their actions. 

Group III- Structure, nerve supply and blood supply. 

Group IV- Vocal cord and its movements. 
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Figure 12: Chart Models of Larynx 

At the end of the session, a quiz was conducted and the results showed the students had understood the concept 

in a better way than the previous teaching methodology. Since they understood the concept and made models of their 

own constructing cartilages, they were able to remember the shapes and articulation. This method is also a low cost 

one.  

Overall we believe that this method improves the learning of the larynx in a much easier and better way. 

CONCLUSION 

The above case studies revealed that the students had a better understanding of the subject. In concern with 

anatomy, they were able to describe the location, appreciate the parts and communications, describe the boundaries 

and features of different walls, explain the structures passing through them, the content of each structure. They had 

better understanding about the functions and clinical implications of each structure also. MILA does not hone them 

academically alone but also their confidence, interactive capabilities, teamwork and innovative thoughts. Since, they 

enjoy learning the knowledge they gain during such sessions remain deep rooted in the young minds enabling them 

to be better practitioners in future. 
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Abstract--- MILA, multiple integrated learning algorithms, is an innovation in learning methodology. This varies from 

conventional one way communication to interactive learning. The students participate in active learning in these 

sessions. Biochemistry is a complex subject with several enzymes which rhyme the same, it is difficult for the 

students to remember the terminologies and reciprocate the same. Also this becomes the hurdle in their clinical 

application. Hence, small group learning with numerous activities like role play, clay modelling, concept mapping, 

pogil, castle top were utilised to enhance their memory. In this study, we have chosen two topics which involve many 

cycles to memorise. This was made easy by providing a flipped class video ahead of class and the students were asked 

to work in groups during the class hour with the given activity. Their learning was assessed at the end of the session 

and it proves to be effective. 

Keywords--- MILA, Biochemistry, Activity based Learning, Lipid, Carbohydrate. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the greatest challenges that daunts every teacher while delivering an effective lecture is keeping the 

audience engaged. Of course, there are stellar orators who can keep the audes captivated for hours with ease. But not 

all teachers are great orators and when we discuss pedagogy we need to discuss its effectiveness not just efficacy [1]. 

The methods need to be effective irrespective of student compliance, faculty compliance, environment, time of day 

and other factors. Hence we need to discuss methods to counter these potential factors in order to make any 

pedagogic technique effective across the varied settings [1,2]. 

One of the most common traits observed across many powerful orators is their uncanny ability to narrate a story, 

this narrative style connects with the audies in an emotional manner. This is what keeps the brain engaged across 

long spans of time. The most common emotions in a human mind are fear, hate, love, empathy, enlightenment. It's 

obvious from the above list, that enlightenment is the only path an orator can use to make an audience excited about 

new ideas and information. For enlightenment to occur in the classroom, a faculty needs to be seen as a role model in 

the eyes of a student [3,4]. Not all faculty are able to captivate their students to look at them as a role model. We need 

a method of pedagogy that all faculty would be able to produce successful outcomes in a fast and efficient manner [5]. 

Another benefit of interactive learning is that faculty are not the only content providers in the class, here the faculty 

and students together work as a cohesive group to share and teach each other [6]. Even if a particular faculty member 

is not able to exude the charisma of a powerful orator, the group dynamics itself will be captivating enough for 

students to be attentive for long periods of time.  
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When multiple interactive activities are scheduled one after another there is a chance for this also to reach a 

certain level of boredom. Therefore we need scientific knowledge on the particular sequence activities that should be 

followed to produce the most effective optimal teaching learning performance [7]. Generally there are many 

established systematic reviews that agree on the consensus that the students' attentiveness in lectures / instructions 

sessions last only around 18 minutes. Therefore there is custom to break up the classes into 15 minute intervals with 

breaks and activities intertwined to reset boredom and maintain attentiveness over the hour [8,9]. Simple measures 

like moving, standing up, discussing with a partner or team for a couple of minutes have shown great potential in 

maintaining attentiveness. Nevertheless, one should also be aware of the potential for activities to become very 

distracting. Such disruptive procedures actually increase the time required by the students to regain focus in class [9]. 

We have previously observed that in experimental settings, certain activities are more suitable to teach certain 

subjects. Although this concept is logical and expected, the sequence of activity and its impact on learning has not 

been well understood. This thesis delves into hundreds of such techniques tried over multiple programs. Towards the 

end, we hope to hypothesize a recommended protocol to train students in the most effective way with minimal effort.  

The concepts of flipped classes and Castle top training have become incredibly popular in certain fields of 

education [10]. Essentially a flipped class reduced the didactic session further to home made short videos, followed 

by extended discussions / groups assignments in class [11]. Essentially flipping homework and classwork. In our 

experience although we do believe flipped classes are very effective, the faculty come out with feelings of 

dissatisfaction [12]. Maybe it is the innate need of the faculty to receive gratification in the form of nodding heads (by 

students) or the preconceived notion that they failed to execute their job if they do not perform an hour long lecture. 

Eitherway, unless the faculty are satisfied, they are unlikely to hop on board. Castle top learning just adds a layer of 

out of class lateral thinking activating to the already robust in class curriculum traditionally followed across the globe 

[13]. In our experience, students tend to report that the path of inquiry provides wisdom however such wisdom was 

seldom evaluated or calibrated to evaluate the success of the system. Therefore, we are more inclined to use 

traditional lectures supplemented with in class activities to improve optimal outcomes in student attentiveness, 

faculty satisfaction and speed of content courage [14]. These three pillars can set a stable foundation for any system 

in learning.  

Our MILA system of Interactive learning was developed with these policies in mind. In this article we have tried 

MILA (Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm) where biochemistry is taught with numerous activities. Here we have 

two case studies in which the effectiveness of activity based learning was assessed among the first year students in 

learning biochemistry. 

MILA in Teaching Lipid Metabolism 

Biochemistry is a science that deals with chemical processes within living organisms. Biochemists focus mainly on 

the function, role and structure of biomolecules. Concepts of Biochemistry are potentially important for Medical and 

Dental students. Many students study Biochemistry in an aim to pass the examination [15]. Especially the concepts 

involving metabolism like Lipid metabolism seems to be difficult for the students to understand and moreover even if 

they understand, they tend to forget on a long run. Lipid metabolism involves pathways such as lipid biosynthesis, 

Cholesterol and sterol biosynthesis and degradation, Beta oxidation, ketosis etc. Especially when it comes to shuttling 

pathways such as shuttling of acetyl CoA and fatty acids inside and outside the mitochondrial matrix is conceptually 

tough to understand and also difficult for the teacher to explain. Teaching a difficult concept in an easy manner and to 

make the students understand is the task for every teacher. Here the teaching methodology with MILA proves to be a 

boon for the student as well as teachers. MILA is an activity based learning system consisting of lectures interspaced 
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with activities. Activities such as jigsaw, POGIL(Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning), mind mapping, game 

based learning, critical pedagogy, peer-led team based learning, role play and scale up not only keep the students 

interested in the topic but also help them break down and easily understand challenging topics and reproduce the 

concepts easily. This system also helps the teachers to evaluate and assess the understanding of individual students 

regarding a particular topic. 

In Lipid metabolism, usually students find it difficult to understand the "Shuttling of Acetyl CoA and NADPH from 

the mitochondrial matrix to cytosol for Fatty acid biosynthesis"[15,16]. The difficulty that the students felt in this 

topic is to understand the mechanism of shuttling of various components involved in lipid biosynthesis. 

Understanding the nature of the mitochondrial membrane and the permeability of these components across the 

membrane.  

To explain the concept "Role play’a concept of MILA was utilized in teaching between 2018-19.  

The students were initially explained with an overview of the concept. Then placards indicating the key words 

such as "Acetyl CoA, Pyruvate, NADPH, citrate, mitochondrial matrix, mitochondrial membrane, malate etc are 

prepared in colourful ways by the students. After the preparation of the placards. Each student holding a placard 

stood in the allotted place. A big mitochondrial inner membrane was created by a set of students in a hand in hand 

fashion. Initially the student with Acetyl Co placard standing inside the matrix will try to pass through the membrane. 

Students who are standing as membrane will resist the entry and try to push the acetyl CoA back into the matrix. 

Once the Acetyl CoA gets converted to malate, it easily passes through the membrane. The conversion of one 

compound to another and its permeability across the membrane were enacted by the students enthusiastically.  

The same concept when taught in a conventional way, students found it difficult to understand and remember for 

a long run. To make the understanding easier MILA was introduced. Thus after the Role play, a concept of MILA, 

students were found to understand the concept and remember it for a long time. Activities such as Role play not only 

helps in understanding but also increases creative skills and boosts a friendly atmosphere for the students. That is 

how learning was made in a healthy and enjoyable way. When asked to write a sudden test on the concept, students 

were confident and wrote well. (Graph 1)). It is not only understanding, remembering what they learn is also 

important. MILA proves to be the best teaching learning concept. 

 

Graph 1: Comparison of Marks before and after Activity based Learning 

MILA in Teaching Carbohydrates 

Biochemistry is an interesting subject and it deals with biomolecules required for existence. Biochemistry is a 

tougher subject for both teacher and student [15]. It involves detailed structure, anabolic pathways, catabolic 
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pathways, disorders and regulation of biomolecules. Teaching these concepts in an easy and interesting way and 

making the students retain longer is a challenging task for a teacher. This has been made possible by the introduction 

of Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm (MILA). MILA is an activity based learning system where the teaching and 

learning process is interspersed with activities. Activities such as Jigsaw, POGIL (Process Oriented Guided Inquiry 

Learning), Concept mapping, game based learning, critical pedagogy, peer-led team based learning, role play and 

scale up not only keep the students interested in the topic but also understands the concepts well.  

Carbohydrates – Chemistry and Metabolism is a very complicated concept. It involves major pathways like 

oxidation of glucose, glycogen metabolism, Hexose monophosphate shunt, metabolism of sugars. Students have 

difficulty in understanding these pathways. This has been widely reported in various publications [17]. To simplify 

Carbohydrate metabolism and make the students understand the concepts better, we utilised Concept Mapping 

method of pedagogy in a class between 2019 – 2020 for Batch A students. The students were given an overview about 

the Classification of carbohydrates, its properties, disaccharides, polysaccharides, metabolism of sugars, oxidation of 

glucose to carbon dioxide and water, glycogen metabolism, hexose monophosphate shunt, metabolic disorders.  

The students downloaded a simple mind app on their iPad. They familiarized the app with their family tree. 

Students with the help of the facilitator initiated the carbohydrate chemistry and metabolism in a stepwise manner. 

The concept map was highly branched which included the entire chapter in the concept tree. The concept mapping 

helped the students to break down and easily understand challenging topics and reproduce the concepts easily. This 

system also helps the teachers to evaluate and assess the understanding of individual students regarding a particular 

chapter.  

The students found it difficult to understand Carbohydrate chemistry and metabolism when taught in a 

conventional way prior. But on applying the MILA – Concept Mapping method, there was a dramatic increase in the 

results when they were asked to write a test on the topic (Graph 2). The students were well versed with the topic and 

it helped to retain the subject for a very long duration. It is very useful to the students and a very powerful study 

strategy. Concept mapping interlinks concepts in a detailed manner. It helps to clarify and structure the ideas. 

Biochemistry was made easy with MILA and this was evident with the results.  

 

Graph 2: Comparison of Marks before and after Concept Mapping Method of Learning 
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CONCLUSION 

With the above case studies, it is evident that activity based learning improves students performance. Having in 

mind the duration of attention if a class is planned ahead with lectures, audio visual components and activities the 

students will have an everlasting memory. The above two case studies had made it clear with an average difference of 

about 10 marks and 14 marks increase in MILA teaching methodology compared to conventional lecture based 

classes. From a teacher's perspective, the students seem to be more attentive in class compared to conventional 

lecture classes. Also, students develop a social wellbeing. Their confidence, communication and creativity grows 

enormously which is also essential for being successful professionals. 
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Abstract--- MILA, Multiple interactive learning algorithm is a learning innovation based on activity based learning. 

Traditional teaching methodology doesn't seem to inspire the current generation as their concentration span has 

considerably reduced. Also they have loads of information to learn and remember. It is easier for the students to 

understand the complex topics when learnt through activities. A minced into portions that can be significantly 

remembered and applied in routine practice make the graduates successful practitioners. MILA in teaching 

physiology has made the subject much easier, understandable with a long term memory. In this article difficult topics 

from physiology were chosen and the students were taught by MILA. They were assessed for their learning and the 

results showed significant differences in the understanding of the students. 

Keywords--- MILa, Learning, Physiology, Neurophysiology, Respiratory System. 

INTRODUCTION 

Lecture sessions have been established to be one of the most inefficient methods of knowledge sharing for many 

decades (National Research Council et al. 2002). The average student remembers less than 10% of what is taught in 

class and the overall standard of education is compromised by the use of large classrooms with impersonalised 

speeches. (Attard and Holmes 2019) Lecture sessions are also reported to be boring and inconsistent when similar 

topics are repeated between classes. Although adjuvants like presentations and slides promised to make lectures 

more effective. By the early 2000’s SMART classrooms were considered the holy grail of education. (Gray 2015) The 

major contender with tremendous promise was the iPad®/Tablet system coupled with polished software that 

promised to make course work and learning easier. (Attard and Holmes 2019) To an extent, these systems have 

shown some successful integration. 

The use of vital books and tablets notes have become common practice in most institutions and however the 

impact of this on the student learning and long term retention are questionable. (Fry, Ketteridge, and Marshall 2003) 

Video based tutorials in youtube and in classrooms have become very popular and seem to impact the understanding 

of the learning of the individuals. (Chtouki et al. 2012) Classrooms have even gone virtual with Zoom®, Google 

Meet®, CiscoWebX® etc. (Teneqexhi and Kuneshka 2019) These methods have opened new paradigms for teachers 
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to connect with students across long distances. It's evident from above mentioned facts that the majority of the focus 

in education primarily aimed to make teaching fancy, more technologically savvy etc.  

Pedagogic styles like SCALE UP have called for the need to covert lectures into activity based discussions to avoid 

boredom and improve learning efficacy. (Syarafina, Jailani, and Winarni 2018)(Syarafina, Jailani, and Winarni 2018; 

Oliveira, Teixeira, and Neto 2020) Activity based learning has also shown the promise of making the process of 

learning more inspiring yet, maintaining the speed of content delivery. Therefore activity based learning reduces the 

work required from the faculty, improves the student interaction and also helps complete the syllabus in time. This is 

one of the prime reasons for the extraordinary success of this method. (Concepción, Holtzman, and Ranieri 2009) 

(Concepción, Holtzman, and Ranieri 2009; Ozyer and Wilson 2016). 

Dental education is fairly robust especially in comparison with medical education in that the learning is less 

didactic, with a lot of hands on learning. However, a significant group of teachers continue to pursue education 

research in dentistry. (Majidi et al. 2015) (Cunningham 1987) These publications have been primarily focussed on 

simulations labs, hands on training protocols and their effectiveness in achieving better dental training. There is very 

little research that exclusively focuses on the teaching learning process. Furthermore the impact of interactive 

learning is experimented by few groups however, not much groundbreaking research has been published with regard 

to interactive learning. Therefore to quench this everlasting thirst to find methods to improve student learning with 

ease, this thesis aims to analyze the impact of our new interactive learning protocol known as the Multiple Interactive 

Learning Algorithm (MILA) in various aspects of dental education.  

MILA in Teaching Neurophysiology 

Neurophysiology is a very complicated concept in Physiology. Students have difficulty in understanding the 

concepts of various neural pathways of the brain. This has been widely reported in various publications.  

Students find it difficult to get into their heads what goes on in their heads: how billions of nerve cells, working in 

parallel on individual tasks in separate areas of the brain with no coordinating supervision, are nevertheless able to 

assemble sensual input into coherent perceptions of the world, create decisions and come up with new ideas. How 

can our intuition fail so fundamentally when it comes to studying the organ to which it owes its existence—that is, 

when it comes to understanding how the brain works? We imagine that there is a central entity at work in our heads, 

which we equate with our conscious self and that has all the wonderful abilities that distinguish us as humans (Singer 

2007). This intuition imposes itself so persuasively—even overwhelmingly—that it is not surprising that, throughout 

our cultural history, scientists and philosophers have speculated as to where in the brain this all-powerful and all-

controlling entity might be (Fries, Nikolić, and Singer 2007). 

Commonly used teaching methods may include class participation, demonstration, recitation, memorization, or 

combinations of these. We practice a unique method of teaching called "Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm" 

(MILA) which includes Pogil, Peer led team based learning, Jigsaw, critical pedagogy, clay molding, journal 

discussion etc. We teach through keynote video based teaching and we give notes in Ibook, wherein we upload salient 

points with relevant pictures and videos. So that the students can understand the concepts in a much better way, it is 

also helpful in preparing for university exams and other competitive exams. It gives a space for the students to 

participate in the lectures and learn with interest. It is more of an activity based teaching than a monotonous lecture 

that made the change in the students perspective of the subject and show better performance in the studies and as 

well as research. 
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The protocol included from the MILA for understanding the concepts of Neural pathways in the Central Nervous 

System is “GAME BASED LEARNING”. 

Game based Learning 

Incorporating technology into your teaching is a great way to actively engage your students, especially as digital 

media surrounds young people in the 21st century. Interactive whiteboards or mobile devices can be used to display 

images and videos, which helps students visualize new academic concepts. Learning can become more interactive 

when technology is used, as students can physically engage during lessons as well as instantly research their ideas, 

which develops autonomy. Mobile devices, such as iPads and/or tablets, can be used in the classroom for students 

to record results, take photos/videos (Beale et al. 2007).  

I utilised a method of game based learning activity, one such example is woollen thread model, for understanding 

the concepts of neural pathways in the brain. For this method of teaching, we will be having a small group learning 

which consists of four to five students in a group. So totally a whole class of 25 to 30 students will be splitting into 

small groups of 4 members in each group. For this activity, I Will be playing a 4 mins flipped class video to every 

group on the particularly difficult topic on neural pathways in the brain which will be followed by a 20 mins MILA 

activity. Initially by playing the video, we try to bring the difficult concepts to life with visual and try to impart that 

visual knowledge into practical learning experiences. By attaining the visual knowledge, the students tend to impart 

that knowledge in their practical activity. After visualisation, the students have to do it practically, for this purpose, 

the students from each group have been provided with different colourwoollen threads and a thermocol. Then the 

students have to trace the neural pathway by using colour threads. This makes the students to easily understand each 

and every process which is taking place in those difficult pathways. This activity encourages the students of mixed 

abilities to work together by promoting small group or whole class activities. 

Through verbally expressing their ideas and responding to other students will help to develop their self-

confidence, as well as to enhance their communication and critical thinking skills which are vital throughout their life. 

There has been a dramatic change after these small group activities. The students felt very comfortable and fun 

based learning in understanding the difficult topics.  

Students Feedback 

Effective feedback helps individuals to understand what they did well and what they could do better. Once they 

know what is good and what isn't, they are able to adapt their behaviour and work to improve it. Thus, feedback is a 

key tool for improving both individual and team performance. 

The students have felt this activity based teaching methodology is very helpful in understanding the difficult 

topics in a better way. Moreover, this woollen thread activity is such a wonderful and fun filled activity for the 

students in such a way that they can easily trace the difficult neural pathways in a simple and better way. 
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Figure 1: Students Performance Before and After MILA 

MILA in Teaching Respiratory System 

MILA in teaching Respiratory physiology is a very complicated concept. Students have difficulty in understanding 

the regulation of respiration because it has complex multiple connections with other disciplines. Factors like ability to 

reason causally, think about dynamic systems and understanding the physiological mechanisms, and analyse the 

different levels of organization simultaneously, understanding and remembering the figures, tables and graphs, 

practice and usage of abbreviations and symbols are the difficulties from a student's perspectives. This has been 

widely reported in various publications. (Modell 1997)(West 2008) (West 2008; Sturges and Mauner 2013). 

The protocol included preliminary flipped class teaching followed by activity based learning, interactive sessions 

like fill the blocks and keywords. In the activity based learning, students were divided into teams. For each team, clay, 

chart and sketches were given to make the respiratory centers model without labelling. The function of each of the 

respiratory centers were discussed earlier. Then each team was shooted with questions related to a respiratory 

center and were asked to label the corresponding respiratory center. The evaluation was based on the following 

criteria. 

1. Labelling the correct area 

2. Creative and neat presentation  

3. Timing of completion of the activity 

4. Detailed representation  

5. Clarity in justification of the answer 

By doing so, students attained clear understanding of the functions of the respiratory centers and enhanced group 

work and creative skills. This activity aimed to help students to organize their knowledge base into functional models 

of the respiratory system.  

The next activity given was the ‘Fill the blocks’ in which the flowcharts of factors affecting respiratory centers 

were projected with blanks. The students filled the blanks in the flowchart. This helped them to recall the steps in 

physiological mechanisms involved that affect the respiratory regulation. One example is the sequence of events in 

Hering Breuer reflex (Figure 2). Students were able to clearly explain the flowchart that they have answered. The 

students were able to improve their verbal communication as they express their mental models in their own set of 

words. This learner centered method of teaching transformed classrooms into an active learning environment.  

https://paperpile.com/c/ksJQEO/OXUm
https://paperpile.com/c/ksJQEO/OXUm
https://paperpile.com/c/ksJQEO/OXUm
https://paperpile.com/c/ksJQEO/p4lH+2UTG
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Figure 2: Sequence of Events in Hering Breuer Reflex 

The final activity was ‘Keyword’ in which important terminologies and abbreviations were projected. The 

students answered in order. One of the difficult parts of respiratory physiology is an extensive table of abbreviations, 

symbols and terminologies which are new to the fresh readers and feel tough to associate in contexts. The ‘Keyword’ 

activity helped students to register all the important terms and abbreviations and they were able to associate to the 

context. 

There has been a dramatic change in the students’ perspective of understanding the concept and absorbing 

permanent knowledge that one can appreciate the integrated nature of physiological mechanisms and co-ordinate 

with different disciplines.  

MILA in Teaching Regulation of Respiration  

Physiology is considered bedrock of all undergraduate medical students of different disciplines (Rabiya Rehan, 

2016). It is highly challenging for the students to understand the various mechanisms involved in the subjects which 

require substantial cognitive effort from the students (Michael J, 2011). One of the most complicated topics in 

physiology is respiratory physiology which involves mechanics, volumes, capacities and regulation and respiratory 

disorders. A study by Kay Louis Colthorpe also reported that 79.2% of the students cited respiratory physiology to be 

the difficult concept to understand in physiology (Kay Louise Colthorpe, 2016). There are many reasons for 

difficulties faced by the students in understanding the concept. One such difficulty addressed by the students is that 

this system requires strong foundation in physics, chemistry and mathematics to understand the mechanics involved 

in respiration (Rovick AA, 1999). Those students who do not have a strong foundation in these basic subjects are 

subjected to face understanding difficulties. Student’s understanding of the concepts, not only depends on the nature 

of the concept, but also on the teachers who take efforts in imparting the subjects in a very easier, uncomplicated 

way.  

Incorporating active learning activities in teaching physiology is found to be beneficial and are now well 

documented and reported by cognitive science (Michael 2006). In our college, Multiple Interactive Learning 

Algorithm (MILA) System of teaching is being followed which is an activity based learning system comprising 2 hours 

of lectures which are divided into 6 segments. Each segment comprises 20 minutes of teaching followed by 20 

minutes of activity. This system of teaching keeps students active and involved. This helps students understand the 

concepts in an easier way. This helps students in active interaction in the class. Experiential learning theory supports 

the use of this activity type, since it involves multiple learning environments (thinking, feeling, behaving (doing), and 

perceiving) (Kolb, and Kolb 2005). 
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To understand the concept of regulation of respiration, the students were given a brief lecture for a period of 20 

minutes and this was followed by the activity called Role play. Role-play is enacting activity when you either put 

yourself into somebody else's shoes. In role play activities, the students enact the role of each element involved in the 

concept. In regulation of respiration, the students are given the role of different receptors, different centres, nucleus 

in the centres, neurons, effectors. They enact their roles by movement and explaining their role and their act in every 

step of the regulation of respiration. The 17 students were assessed by giving one mark questions before and after the 

activity of role play. For which, 25 one mark questions were framed in the topic and given to the students before the 

activity and after the activity of role play. Pass percentage of 17 students were calculated before and after the activity. 

The performances of all 17 students before and after the activity were assessed by their marks before and after the 

activity. From the study, it was found that 9 students only passed by evaluation before the activity whereas 16 

students passed by evaluation after the activity. (Figure 3) Thus the activity facilitates the participation of each and 

every student and the students enjoy learning by the activity based learning. They also develop love towards the 

subject and show enthusiasm in the class to enact their roles. Their interest is being kindled by this way of role play 

activity based learning. 

The obtained feedback from the students also shows that their interest for the concept is increased and the 

subject can be remembered for long term. They felt that long term memory of the concept is being initiated by this 

way of learning experience. Overall even the least performer in the class is also motivated to be involved in the class. 

By this way, all the students in the class are made to engage and the concept is reinforced to the students by activity 

based learning. 

The students are thus kept active throughout the lecture hours. The performance after the activity based learning 

has drastically improved with greater significance. Thus there is a vast variation in the performance before and after 

the activity based learning. 

 

Figure 3: Students Academic Performance Before and After Activity Based Learning 

MILA in Teaching Structural Organisation of Protein 

Mila (Multiple interactive learning algorithm) is an activity-based learning technique. The traditional method of 

teaching is not that useful to make the students understand all the difficult concepts in the subject. And it is also 

difficult to make all the students get involved in the class. Hence we followed the activity based teaching method 

which involved many activities like pogil, jigsaw, clay modelling, concept mapping, peer led team based learning, 
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journal discussion etc. Different activities will be adopted for different topics to make the students involved in the 

class and also to make them understand the concept in a better way. MILA, thus helped to improve the student’s 

perception towards the subject. This also helped the students to memorise all the things and to reproduce them 

during their examination. Thus there was a tremendous improvement in the academic performance of the students 

by following the MILA method of teaching and learning. This has been widely reported in various publications 

(Surapaneni and Tekian 2013). The study by Krishna et al, explained about the use of concept mapping in learning 

biochemistry. The study was conducted in Saveetha medical college among the undergraduate medical students. In 

their study they divided the students into two groups – one group receiving the traditional teaching and another 

group attending the innovative programme. The Student performance was measured using three written tests. The 

study revealed that the concept-mapping program resulted in higher academic performance compared to the 

traditional course. They especially valued the use of concept mapping as learning tools to foster the relevance of 

biochemistry to clinical practice, and to enhance their reasoning and learning skills, as well as their proper and 

deeper understanding for biochemistry.  

The Structural organisation of protein is a very complicated concept. Students have difficulty in understanding the 

differences between primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary structures, and the bonds involved in different 

structural organisation. Hence making the students understand the concept of protein structure is difficult by 

conventional methods of teaching. We utilised the clay modelling method of pedagogy. The protocol included the clay 

modelling of the primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary structures of protein. They studied structural 

organisation from ibook and books. Then the whole batch (comprising 17 students) was divided into two groups. 

Chart papers, clay, sketch pens and other stationeries were provided to the students. Both the groups were assigned 

to do the clay modelling (Figure 4). Both the groups discussed among themselves about how to do the modelling. 

Then using different colours of clay they modelled the different structural organisation of proteins. All the students 

were actively participating in the clay modelling. While they are doing the activity, they are able to understand the 

differences in the different levels of structural organisation of proteins. And both groups did the clay modelling in 

different ways which revealed their differences in perception and innovation. The whole activity was fun filled and 

very interactive also. At the end of the activity both the groups were asked to describe the topic. Both groups 

explained the topic very well, which revealed that they understood the concept better than before. Thus this activity 

helped a lot to make the students understand the concept of protein structure.  

A peer led team based activity was given to understand and explain about the bonds that stabilize the protein 

structure. The whole batch is divided into 6 groups. Each group. 

   

Figure 4: Group of Students who Performed the Activity and the Work Done  

https://paperpile.com/c/ksJQEO/mLWS
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Figure 5: Students Academic Performance Before and After Activity based Learning 

is assigned to describe different types of bonds like peptide bond, hydrogen bond, hydrophobic interaction, van 

der waals force, electrostatic bond and disulphide bond and its role in protein structure. One person from each group 

will lead the group and help others to understand and study the topic. Each group explained the topic well. At the end 

of the activity a dramatic increase can be observed in understanding the topic, which was actually difficult to 

understand by conventional learning and teaching. 

The lectures on the classification of carbohydrates, lipids and amino acids, which are more confusing and difficult 

to understand by the students. Hence for these topics we adopted the concept mapping method. Here each of the 

students are asked to do concept maps on each of these topics by using mind map application. With the help of ibook 

and the faculty they can develop a concept map which makes them realise the topic more easily and to memorise it 

without any confusion and difficulty. With this concept map alone they can explain the whole classification easily. 

(Figure 5) 

MILA in Teaching Renal Physiology 

Renal Physiology is a very complicated concept. Physiology is considered to be challenging for students due to its 

conceptual nature. In Physiology, there are diverse ranges of difficult topics that have been identified which include 

Excitable tissue, Renal physiology, Gastrointestinal System, Respiratory System, Cardiovascular System and Nervous 

system (Colthorpe et al. 2018)(Cheng 2015). Kidney has been inextricably linked to Homeostasis of the body and 

thereby allowing the physiological freedom to move into varying environments and also take various diets and fluids. 

Kidney is interlinked with many other systems in order to maintain homeostasis. While studying this concept, 

students have difficulty in understanding. The factors may include nature of discipline, lack of physiological concepts, 

lack of effort to develop a deep understanding of the topic. 

Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm (MILA) is an activity based learning method of teaching. The main Motto 

of this methodology is to make concepts clear, understandable and also keep every brain active throughout the class.  

In renal physiology, students are facing difficulty in understanding the concept of urine formation. As a physiology 

teacher, I decided to choose appropriate learning strategies to understand the concept in an easy manner and thereby 

improve student’s academic performances. With the aid of MILA teaching, I planned to teach urine formation in a 

simple manner. First 20 minutes, I have given brief introduction about the nephron parts and its importance, 

followed by Activity part I. Ionic reabsorption and secretion mechanism of each part of nephron were explained to 

students with the help of diagram in flipped videos, followed by Activity part II. 

https://paperpile.com/c/ksJQEO/ipsT
https://paperpile.com/c/ksJQEO/ipsT
https://paperpile.com/c/ksJQEO/ipsT
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Every 20 minutes class is divided with activity related to that topic. In MILA, there are many activities available 

like POGIL, JIGSAW, Critical pedagogy; Game based learning, Role play and so on. I utilised Game based learning - Clay 

modelling method of pedagogy in this class. Students were divided into 3 sub groups. Each group had been allotted 

different parts of nephron. Group 1 received Proximal Convoluted Tubule, Group 2 received Loop of Henle, and Group 

3 received distal convoluted tubule and collecting duct. Before starting the activity, students were instructed 

properly. Activity Part I: First, they have to draw nephrons in the chart and then each part of the nephron is 

differentiated with a different clay colour. Activity Part II: Each ion colour was chosen and then placed in the 

respective part of the nephron. By using arrow marks, ions reabsorption and secretion were marked. If the ions are 

reabsorbed, the arrow should be facing towards the tubule and for the secretion arrow coming outward from the 

tubule. If the ions are reabsorbed by active mechanism, it is represented in double arrow or by passive mechanism 

can be represented in single arrow. Time allotted for this activity is 15 minutes. After 15 minutes, they have to explain 

the concept with their prepared model.  

By doing clay models, students have the opportunity to develop creativity. It improvises the fine motor skills by 

activating the neurological process between the hand and brain. After this model preparation, students have to 

discuss with their friends. So this helps them to develop the self confidence level.  

  

Figure 6: Students Performing Activity 

 

Figure 7: Academic Performance before and after MILA 

Student Feedback: Before introducing game based learning, they felt it was difficult to visualize the reabsorption 

and secretion of ions in the tubule. Due to the complexity of diagrams in books, it is also complicated to understand 
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them. After this activity, they gained a better idea on the concept. At the end of this session, students were confident 

about the mechanism of urine formation.  

After the introduction of MILA teaching to students, they are active throughout the class. Students are very much 

interested in participating in the activities. Students have improved their learning strategies and helped them to 

overcome learning hindrances. Students retrieve new information to clarify any gaps or misunderstanding which aids 

them into deeper conceptual understanding. 

When comparing the performance of the students between regular and MILA teaching. Randomly 20 students’ 

academic marks were selected before and after the MILA method of teaching. Each group consists of 10 students. 

Urine formation and its mechanism is an essay. After MILA teaching, students secured 14 marks out of 15. There has 

been a dramatic change noticed in their academic performance after MILA teaching. Students had the ability to recall 

the concepts and were able to present in their paper without any confusion. This method of teaching aids both high 

and poor achievers. Good students tend to seek new information from external sources to extend their existing 

knowledge. Poor achievers also significantly showed the improvement in academic as well as self confidence level. 

CONCLUSION 

Multiple interactive learning algorithm, ia an activity based learning methodology. The above mentioned topics 

are complex. Understanding their structure and function with their clinical application is a challenge. Students need 

to remember these basics for lifetime as it has lots of clinical implications. MILA proved to improve their 

understanding and clinical application better at the initial stages of their career. Hence its proved yet another time 

that activity based learning is effective in higher education and MILA is the next level of innovation to transform 

learning into a joy. 
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Abstract--- Traditional dental undergraduate education engages students in laboratory and classroom settings 

during the first two years of their preclinical training, with the clinical subjects being introduced in the third and final 

year, followed by one year of rotatory internship. Prosthodontics is an extensive subject, with learning beginning 

right from the time the undergraduate student joins the course till the completion of undergraduation. An effort to 

probe into the difficulties faced by the students in learning prosthodontics has been made and identified areas of 

difficulties have been selected so that suitable remedial measures could be recommended and if feasible tested with 

Multiple interactive learning algorithm as a combined effort from the Faculty of Prosthodontics, Saveetha dental 
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college. MILA makes a real difference when compared to the traditional method of chalk and talk lectures that sounds 

not very interesting with lectures scheduled during the afternoon sessions when the students felt drowsy. The article 

shares the outcomes of teaching prosthodontics with Multiple interactive learning algorithm in Preclinical 

prosthodontics-Denture teeth arrangement, RPD design, Impressions in complete denture treatment, Tooth 

preparation, Die systems, Failures in FPD, Basic implantology, practice management among slow learners, suturing 

techniques in implantology among UG and PG students. The results of prosthodontic learning outcome using MILA 

based on students performance after each teaching model with MILA is displayed in this article. The outcomes have 

been satisfactory. MILA in teaching Prosthodontics has revolutionized the way teaching can be constructed to move 

forward the younger generation to new thinking. 

Keywords--- Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm, Prosthodontics, Complete Denture, Implantology, POGIL, CAT. 

INTRODUCTION 

 The Prosthodontics clinical course aims to teach students not only the importance of replacing oral structures but 

to stress preservation and optimization of the supporting structures through a combined effort with the other dental 

specialties. Students are exposed to the philosophies and principles of prosthodontics treatment with fixed, 

removable, implant, and maxillofacial prosthodontics. Teaching as well as learning prosthodontics constitute a major 

concern among both learners and teachers. MILA is educational process which involves multiple method of learning 

which can be customized to individual students based on their aptitude and acumen. Multiple interactive learning 

tools used in prosthodontics include CAT, POGIL, pedagogy lectures, flipped class, problem based learning, video 

based learning, evidence based learning, critical appraisal, competition based learning, simulation training along with 

clinical training. It was hypothesised that A high learning outcome was achieved with multiple interactive learning 

algorithm which enhanced the students in their area of interest in prosthodontics. Accordingly multiple interactive 

learning tools were applied in teaching prosthodontics among the1st 2nd and 4th year students of undergraduate 

curriculum and year 1,2,3 students of postgraduate curriculum. The objective of this research was to analyse, display 

and share the results of prosthodontic course learning outcome using MILA and students performance after each 

teaching model with MILA. 

MILA in Teaching Pre-Clinical Prosthodontics- Removable Prosthodontics 

Introducing the 1st year students to Pre-Clinical prosthodontics laboratory Exercises & Concepts. Being a novice it 

is very difficult for 1st year graduate students to understand and learn the Pre-Clinical works, to visualise the outcome 

of their lab works they do and to correlate the theoretical lectures & Practical demonstrations with clinical 

perspective.[1] 

Any demonstrations using videos & small group discussions will augment the faster learning process by the 

students. This method of teaching is required as the students are working in the laboratory, doing the lab works 

which are intended for the purpose of the patient, it will be difficult for the student to know the clinical use and 

correlate with the works they do in the lab in the absence of the patient. It is also important to improve the manual 

dexterity for the students at the same time.[2] 

To overcome these difficulties faced by the students to understand the concepts and improve the work efficiency a 

protocol was introduced for Small Group learning by segregating 100 students into 6 small batches, each batch 

comprising about 16 – 17 students. In 1st year the students are required to do laboratory steps for Complete Denture, 

Removable Partial Denture and Cap-Splint. The complete Denture Exercise includes the fabrication of the Occlusal 

Rims & Mounting of the Casts in the Articulator. To understand the purpose of the Occlusal Rims & Articulator a 

https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/PjDZ
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/77nt
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series of video based demonstrations were used to make them understand the procedures involved both clinically 

and in the laboratory. Also the students were made to observe their seniors in the clinics how they do the Jaw 

Relations which make them understand the clinical procedures involved. Then a video based demonstration of the 

jaw and its movements were shown followed by focused group discussions about 3 -4 students in a group where the 

subjective simulation by themselves were was done & correlating these jaw movements in the semi – adjustable 

articulator which made a better understanding and visualisation of the procedures they do in the Pre-Clinical 

laboratory.  

Video based Demonstrations -> Clinical Exposure -> Subjective Simulation -> Increased performance & Dexterity 

It is very important to explore the students' difficulty in understanding the concepts, for this purpose feedback 

could be a good resource to know the difficulties faced by the students. The students were asked to provide feedback 

on the protocol and few more inclusions were made in the feedback form to know the perception of students towards 

the work environment and the teaching methods, where a majority of responses were positively given. (fig 

1,2,3,4,5,6,7). This method of teaching is very effective in Pre-Clinical laboratory as it enhances the students focus in 

learning the objectives & improved performance of each student in completion of the pre-clinical exercises. 

 

Fig. 1: Bar Chart Showing Response Scores of Participants in the X Axis and Number of Participants in Y Axis 

 

Fig. 2: Pie Chart Displaying the Responses of Students 
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85 responses 

 

Fig. 3: Responses to the Question: How Relevant do you think the Method of Teaching Helps you to Complete Your 

Work? 

 

Fig. 4: Students Feedback on Denture Base, Occlusal Rims, Articulation Demonstrations 

 

Fig. 5: Student Feedback on Most Relevant Sessions 
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Fig. 6: Student Feedback on Level of Understanding the Use and Purpose of Articulator after Theory Session. 

MILA in Teaching Preclinical Prosthodontics - Denture Teeth Arrangement 

Preclinical Denture Teeth Arrangement is a very complicated concept. Students have difficulty in understanding 

practical concepts such as Arch form, Symmetry, Plane, Occlusal Contact relations, Occlusal Scheme and Aesthetic 

appearance in addition to identification of tooth form and anatomy.  

Difficulty in teeth arrangement exercises have been widely reported in multitudes of publications across the 

entire dental education fraternity and is considered a source of consternation for predoctoral students and faculty 

alike. [1], [3]. 

We utilised a combination of “Video based Learning, Small Group Learning, Flipped Class and Structured Drills” 

method of pedagogy in a class between 9.00 AM to 12.00 Noon.  

The Protocol included segregation of a total number of 42 students into batches of 13 students each (Small Group 

Learning). Each batch was subjected to a conventional teeth setting exercise in order to determine their aptitude and 

dexterity in teeth arrangement. The teeth arrangement principles and methods were taught to the students earlier 

during the 1st year of their program. A revision class was conducted prior to the teeth arrangement exercise. The 

exercises were graded upon completion. The students were then provided a custom designed video (Video based 

Learning) depicting the ideal appearance of teeth arrangement and were instructed to view the video on the eve of 

their scheduled exercise (Flipped Class). They were also encouraged to pause and watch individual frames of the 

video during the exercise. Upon completion, the exercises were graded once again. The evaluation was broken down 

into Arch form, Symmetry, Plane, Contact relation & Aesthetics and was individually scored. The students were 

informed of the structured scoring pattern prior to both exercises (Structured Drills).  

The results indicate a significant difference between the scores obtained in the pre- and post-video based 

sessions. The post-video session scores were found to be significantly higher compared to the pre- video scores. The 

students were asked to provide feedback on the new protocol to which a uniform positive response favouring the 

video based session was obtained. There was at least one student per batch who requested monitoring even with the 

video playback during the arrangement. Even with such incidents, all students reported lesser frustration levels due 

to the visual aid from the video and heightened satisfaction upon completion of their practical exercise.  

The 2 Supervising faculty have also observed a reduced need for physical monitoring as well as a lesser number of 

errors per teeth setting made by each student.  

We would like to conclude stating the protocol proposed above has the potential to drastically enhance teeth 

arrangement skills among predoctoral dental students as observed by the results obtained during real time 

https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/PjDZ
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/kU97
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implementation. We would also like to point out that the session was carried out on a small group of students; Even 

with that limitation, the wide difference in results indicate a positive effect of this protocol irrespective of the 

individual skill of the student.  

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is highly effective for teaching Preclinical Teeth Arrangement 

and advocate the implementation of this technique to other preclinical disciplines and in other institutions as well.  

MILA in Teaching Impression in Complete Denture 

Posterior palatal seal in complete denture impression seems to be a simple topic. But understanding the posterior 

palatal seal is a little difficult to understand. Understanding the anterior vibrating line and the posterior vibrating line 

in the posterior palatal seal area is quite confusing.  

This has been widely reported in various publications.[4] [5]. 

We utilised Group discussion method of pedagogy in a class between 8am to 10am. The protocol included dividing 

the students into three groups and each group identified the anterior vibrating line, posterior vibrating line, hamular 

notch in the cast and they acted like the advantages of recording posterior palatal seal, the effects of overextended 

and under extended denture margins. The next activity the students did was identification of the anterior and 

posterior vibrating line and marked using the haematoxylin pencil. Impression done cast poured and verified with 

the replication drawn in the mouth.  

The students after group discussion and visual search among themselves made them understand the concept 

better and confident enough in doing their impressions in complete denture patients that had the recordings of 

anterior and posterior vibrating lines. This technique not only understands the students recording the theory of 

posterior palatal seal but also guides the students to record the posterior palatal seal in the completely edentulous 

patients in the clinics that aids in better retention with good posterior seal. Patients are also satisfied with the 

dentures made by the undergraduates with good posterior seal area. Post insertion complaints are very less after 

students understand the concept. Overall we believe that the group discussion and the visual examination with self-

finding teaching methods are very effective both theoretically and clinically useful for both students as well as 

patients.  

MILA in Teaching Removable Partial Dentures 

Removable Partial denture topic as a whole is a difficult concept for the undergraduates to understand. 

Prosthodontics subject as a whole revolves around incorporating mechanical rigid components into biological hard 

and soft tissues, when it comes to Removable prosthesis especially this partial denture creates a lot of challenge in 

why it's being done in this particular way. 

Students have difficulty in understanding the components used, biomechanical principles, impression recording 

techniques and final prosthesis construction. These specific tic difficulties have been reported in literature and 

associated prosthetic construction failures. 

We incorporated POGIL and playful show tell do method of pedagogy between the regular oral theory sessions. 

These concepts were intertwined between theory classes which focuses on how to break down the bigger concepts 

and relate to everyday activities. In the playful show, students were given simple scales, rubbers and other 

stationeries to make a childhood game of seesaw. In this playful activity effort, fulcrum, load concepts were 

demonstrated with different lever principles and how these were correlating to the removable Partial denture 

https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/Qylb
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/jEOX
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components. This playful show tell do activity made students understand the biomechanics in a bigger picture and 

how different prosthetic components helps in stabilisation.  

In process oriented guided interactive learning (POGIL) students will be given key words related to the theory 

topics covered and they have to do literature search on those keywords. The literature search will be done 

electronically in pubmed, scopus search engines and relevant documents will be retrieved and each student reads 

those manuscripts. Each student then will summarise in the shortest possible way about the article they read and 

how it is relaxant to the theory class covered. When students interact about the new learnings from the literature 

students tend to grasp the subject better and clarify doubts about the subject then and there. This method was 

employed in teaching the topic- impression procedure for removable Partial dentures and Students could actually 

differentiate different techniques once the class was over.  

These activity based learning has made big differences in student learning outcomes. The pass percentage in the 

particular subject-prosthodontics has gone up to 99 %, during clinical exams too the students ability to answer 

confidently was appreciated by external examiners. When a case based discussion was given to the students they 

were able to hit the bullseye of getting a treatment plan with various Removable prosthesis designs. 

 To conclude MILA in teaching has revolutionized the way teaching can be constructed and move forward the 

younger generation to new thinking.  

MILA in Teaching Removable Partial Denture Design 

 The theory of Partial Denture Design is quite a complicated concept and difficult to understand for 

undergraduates students in prosthodontics. Students have difficulty in understanding the section of diagnosis, 

classification, R.P.D design, fabrication and treatment plan. These have been reported in various publications [6][7] 

[8]. 

We utilized the method of POGIL (Process oriented guided interactive learning), Small Group Case Based 

Discussion, Video based learning and Flipped class in theory classes.  

The protocol included splitting the students into various small groups. (POGIL) Interrelated topics we gave as 

discussion topics for separate groups. Each student of the group will be well versed in the topic. Students were 

motivated to collect information on this topic from various sources including their journals, textbook and the web. 

The groups are then reshuffled so that the new group has one member of each group. They were shared and 

discussed amongst their new group members of information and the content absorbed and learned. This was 

conducted as a session of 20 minutes lecture followed by the activity for the period of 20 minutes, which will be 

related to the 20 minutes lecture to improve the thinking and increase the retention skills. (Small Group Case Based 

Discussion) The class was divided into small groups, each group consisted of six students. Cases were selected from 

the patient’s records and distributed among each student group. They were discussing the treatment planning and 

then providing one solution for the case. Video based learning (Flipped class) we were provided the pre-recorded 

video of the class representing the appearance of R.P.D design and concepts. They were instructed to view the video 

and help in easy understanding the concept as well as open more paths for discussion.  

Multiple teaching methods were beneficial for the students. There has been a dramatic increase in understanding 

the concepts in relation to removable partial denture design in Prosthodontics. As well as, the students were able to 

identify the classification, draw the design and label the component parts of Removable partial denture. Students 

were able to understand the concepts right away. Students were able to rationalize the diagnosis and treatment plan. 

They updated the recent concept and also understood the existing debates. 

https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/R1lQ
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/R1lQ
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/R1lQ
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/dynR
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To conclude that, I believe teaching this type of Multiple Interacting Learning Algorithm methods as a main 

approach to teachers to ameliorate the learning outcome for the undergraduate students and the possibility for 

immediate reach any type of student learning’s preference. 

MILA in Teaching Principles of Tooth Preparation 

MILA in teaching Principles of tooth preparation is a relatively challenging and complicated. 

Practice involving both art and science. The influence of preparation design on the quality of tooth preparation in 

dental education is well known. Understanding the concepts is necessary to design and execute the plan. This has 

been cited by several authors. 

 Students have difficulty in understanding concepts and applying it in clinical practice. Initially we had a 

Conventional classroom teaching lecture for an hour on principles of tooth preparation after which students had to 

design and prepare teeth for a three unit fixed prosthesis. They were graded on completion based on treatment plan, 

design and execution of principles of tooth preparation. 

We then used a combination of flipped class method (digital interactive learning) and small group learning of 

pedagogy in a class between 9 and 11 am. The protocol included preparation of a flipped class with concept mapping. 

Students were instructed to view and understand the contents prior to the scheduled class. After the scheduled class, 

students were divided into five groups based on headings in concept mapping. The five topics under this concept 

mapping were discussed with diagrams by students Within and between groups. After the scheduled group 

discussion, students were asked to design and prepare teeth for a three unit fixed prostheses. They were graded 

accordingly. 

When the scores were compared there was a dramatic improvement in the quality of tooth  preparation, after the 

flipped class teaching method. Students were able to apply the theoretical  concepts to practice with ease and 

confidence. The time taken was less, preparations had a path of insertion, bevels for structural durability, features for 

retention and resistance with good margins.  

Overall we do believe that training and motivating students in this method is very effective for teaching principles 

of tooth preparation in clinical scenarios in fixed prosthodontics. It enhanced their knowledge, skill, dexterity and 

confidence relatively easily. 

MILA in Teaching Die Systems 

 MILA in teaching: Various die systems used in Metal ceramic and All ceramic technology, compositions and their 

method of fabrication. 

It seems to be an easy topic but the most confusing and easily evaporating topic from memory. Post Graduate 

Students have difficulty in understanding each concept without having knowledge of demonstration on each 

technique of fabrication.  

The Protocol Included  

We utilised and started with the basic book reading session from standard books meant for these topics and 

discussed in a classroom. I followed this approach since I observed little or no practice from students in reading these 

textbooks. Book reading has got direct and indirect advantages such as for writing fill in the blanks for the exam and 

improving their depth of knowledge...etc I Encouraged students to get actively involved in book reading sessions on 

recommended text books (fig 8,9) on these subjects/topics.  
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Fig. 7: Feedback on Adequacy of Working Hours for Work Completion 

 

Fig. 8: Book Reading Session Followed by Individual Presentations 

 

Fig. 9: Individual Presentations 

This once again was followed by individual presentation by students on assigned topics by class room teaching 

pedagogy method. (fig 10) in a class. At the end of the pedagogy Class each of them were asked about questions 

related to, 

1. Importance of doing precise die cutting 

2. Normal contacts and contours  

3. Consequences of improper Die cutting  

4. Consequences of improperly contoured Crowns and periodontal problems 
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Coming on to the methods of fabrication they were asked to watch flipped Class with youtube videos (Video based 

learning) since they are not in touch with conventional method of fabrication...(they Follow digital CAD CAM method 

for fabricating all ceramic crowns and bridges) Followed by 5 minutes question session regarding. 

1. The success and failure in all ceramic restoration 

2. Importance of proper fabrication method  

3. Composition of each material 

4. Bonding mechanism involved 

5. Ceramic veneering techniques 

This was such a satisfying method of teaching among all methods I believe as far as the post graduates are 

concerned. I conducted a quiz program with a timer, whoever answers first within the expected time period they are 

announced as the winner and they will get a reward. This encourages them to give excellent responses and attention 

in a classroom. While giving marks I analysed them in 5 categories such as, 

1. Those who are able to understand theory much and explain in a much better way 

2. Those who are interestingly involved in explaining difficult part to others 

3. Those who have knowledge of searching in good indexed journal (pogil search) 

4. Those who are covering all important points from multiple text books and other sources available (Google) 

After this practice they are able to understand the mistakes which have been made by laboratory fabrication and 

are able to instruct them to do corrections if needed. 

I have spoken to the tessellation centre saveetha dental college regarding the demonstration based learning for 

the above mentioned same topic for their final and finer understanding. Initially when I took class by Conventional 

method they didn’t have much interest in listening and from the postgraduate point of view everyone will have 

understanding capacity but they lack listening capacity and interest towards learning and there were also no 

improvement in scoring marks in the weekly test. So to motivate them I have started a new methodology of teaching 

which includes starting from, 

1. Book reading in standard recommended text books (helpful in writing fill in the blanks) 

2. Flipped class and you tube videos (video based learning) 

3. Writing concept mapping at the end of book reading 

4. Classroom pedagogy (main method along with Pogil search) 

5. Demonstration based learning (saveetha tessellation centre) 

6. Quiz Program with timer  

Students are happy now as it eliminated the fear and improved their confidence level, vocabulary, knowledge and 

memory power.. etc.. 

There has been a dramatic increase in their performance after the implementation of this method, which 

improved their interest towards listening to the classes, and there has been a dramatic increase in their presence to 

college. (Absent percentage drastically reduced).  

Overall, i believe teaching Post Graduate students by this method is effective for teaching Various Die systems 

used in metal ceramic and All ceramic restorations and their method of fabrication.  

MILA in Teaching Failures in FPD 

It is always a quiet challenging job for the students to understand the complex clinical or practical situations in the 

theory books, so we have adopted the MILA system to make the students in interactive in every aspects of learning 
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and understanding the concept by various approaches like video, group discussion and friendly approach through 

easing the students to approach faculty easily. Clinically applied teaching helps the students the most ways. Above all, 

a good teacher role is not only teaching the subject but also teaching life and philosophy which directly or indirectly 

helps in connecting or handling clinical skills more skilfully.  

The Protocol Included  

We utilised and started with the short 15min theory session with the slide share from standard books meant for 

these topics and discussed in a classroom. Followed this approach since I observed little or no practice from students 

in listening to the class. Textbook gazing was advised for the students, this has got direct and indirect advantage such 

as for writing fill in the blanks for the exam and improving their depth of knowledge...etc I Encouraged students to get 

actively involved in book reading gazing session on recommended text books (1)(2) on these subjects/topics. 

At the end of Class and discussion each of them were asked about questions related to, 

1. Cementation failure 

2. Mechanical failure  

3. Biological failure  

Coming on to the methods of Diagnosis they were asked to watch flipped Class with youtube videos (Video based 

learning) (various failures in FPD) Followed by 5 minutes question session regarding, 

1. The success and failure in all ceramic restoration 

2. Importance of proper fabrication method  

3. Bonding mechanism involved. 

4. Ceramic veneering techniques 

Following any of the old patients is recalled in the clinics side by the seminar itself and directly the FPD failures 

are addressed and appointment patients with FPD failures were treated by one of the students assisting by myself. 

This makes the student feel more confident in handling the patients with their sound theory background by direct 

clinical application. 

This was such a satisfying method of teaching among all methods I believe as far as the post graduates or 

undergraduates concerned. They need a teacher whom they can trust on along with many different orientations of 

teaching methods that are not monotonous for them. This encourages them to give excellent response and attention 

in a class. 

Finally I gave a self assessment short exam with them to students. 

 While giving marks I analysed them in 5 categories such as, 

1. Those who are able to understand theory much and explain in a much better way 

2. Those who are interestingly involved in explaining difficult part to others 

3. Those who have knowledge of searching in good indexed journal (pogil search) 

4. Those who are covering all important points from multiple text books and other sources available (Google) 

After this practice they are able to understand the mistakes by themselves and feel more confident and motivated 

on managing the clinical cases using their theory applied knowledge. 

I have myself started assisting the students in saveetha dental college regarding the demonstration based learning 

for the above mentioned same topic for their final and finer understanding. Initially when I took class by 

Conventional method they didn’t have much interest in listening, they lack listening capacity and interest towards 
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learning and there were also no improvement in scoring marks in the weekly test. So to motivate them I have started 

a new methodology of teaching which includes starting from, 

1. Book gazing in standard recommended text books (helpful in writing fill in the blanks) 

2. Flipped class and you tube videos (video based learning) 

3. Writing concept mapping at the end of book gazing 

4. Classroom pedagogy (main method along with Pogil search) 

5. Demonstration based learning (Clinical cases) 

6. Spending time with the students leisurely 

7. Attend conferences and other academic activities with them 

 Students are happy now as it eliminated the fear and improved their confidence level, vocabulary, knowledge and 

above all to approach the faculty anytime.. etc 

There has been a dramatic increase in their performance after the implementation of this method, which 

improved their interest towards listening to the classes, and there has been a dramatic increase in their presence to 

college. (Absent percentage drastically reduced).  

MILA in Teaching Basic Implantology 

Learning the Basic implantology for undergraduate students is quite challenging. Students have difficulty in 

understanding the subject at undergraduate level, and placement of implants in undergraduate level.  

We utilised video based learning as a method in class between the modules, which happened for one week. The 

protocol included classes shown through video which were played twice, followed by activity.  

There has been a drama c increase from the conventional lecture classes when compared. Overall, we believe 

teaching students by this method is effective in learning basic implantology.  

Topic: Video based training for Final year Implantology Module No. Of Students: 75 (2018)  

90 (2019) 30 (2020) Materials and Method  

Source: Video which was made on that particular topic were played twice  

Activity: Different activity after each video class 

Duration: 5 days of comprehensive learning module 

Topics: History of implantology, design, diagnosis and treatment planning, osseointegration, grafting procedures, 

placement, treatment options, success and survival. 

Students Review  

1. Visualising and learning the practical  

2. Activities were more practical  

Summary Video based teaching was conducted for the final year implant module every year. Students seem to be 

more attentive than regular board classes. The knowledge transfer was much better when compared to conventional. 

The students were able to visualise the concepts of implantology through this and understood the topic better. When 

in doubt the videos were stopped in-between and further explanation was provided. The activities given at the end of 

the session were more practical and the students were able to relate the classes well. The E- Learning was more 

effective, engaging and the training approach for placing implants was much easier.  
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MILA in Teaching Implantology 

The use of dental implants for treating complete or partial edentulism is a widely accepted treatment option as a 

result of its high success rate, it is imperative that the undergraduate dental students receive sufficient training about 

implant treatment modalities so that they can give knowledge to the patients about implant therapy and its 

advantages. Since the patient is seen and treated by the undergraduate students first and then referred to the 

postgraduate departments for further advanced treatments, it is essential for an undergraduate student to learn all 

the modalities of treatment for a missing tooth and treat the patients within their limitations. In this regard teaching 

Implantology for undergraduate students is important as Implant based treatments have become usual within dental 

practices and Dental colleges are responsible for providing students training in theory and in practical skills. Our 

college is the first college in the country to introduce Implantology as a subject in the main curriculum for the 

undergraduate students from 2011 and at that point it was important for us to simplify the contents to 

undergraduate level so that the students can learn the topics with more confidence and MILA Teaching methodology 

was so handy in making the students learn implantology at ease. MILA is a teaching methodology where short 

lectures are interspersed with different activities that will facilitate a simpler, easier and fun filled learning 

experience for the students. In comparison with conventional lectures where it is very difficult to retain student’s 

attention, the MILA concept keeps the student active throughout the lecture time and since the students are divided 

into small groups for activities, the facilitator can give individual attention to the students. 

Protocol Followed 

1. Flipped Class: The entire topics to be taught is done into short videos of not more than 3 mins and this 

material is introduced to the students before attending the class and the classroom time is used to discuss the 

topic with peers and teachers in depth thereby making learning more active in comparison to conventional 

teaching where the learning is considered to be passive. The following topics were made into Flipped class 

videos. 

1. Introduction to Implants - History, Evolution and Types of implants 

2. Implant design 

3. Diagnosis and treatment planning 

4. Osseointegration 

5. Implant surgical and Prosthetic components 

6. Protocol and Guidelines for placing and loading implants 

7. Impression making 

8. Fabrication of Simple and Complex implant prosthesis 

9. Implant Occlusion 

10. Bone Augmentation  

11. Implant complications and Failures 

12. Maintenance Protocol 

1. Group Activities: Each flipped class session is followed by a group activity pertaining to that topic. Each group 

will have a faculty as facilitator who will guide the group for the activity. Activities like ZIGSAW, PLTL, CLAY 

MODELLING, MIND MAPPING were used. 

1. Introduction to Implants: The activity used for this topic is JIGSAW In this activity member from each 

group is picked and an expert group is formed and the main topic Introduction to implant was divided 

into sub-topics like History and Evolution, Types, Demography and Need for Implants, Current status of 
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Implant treatment in India, Market share of 5 big implant companies in India. The expert group will 

discuss and learn the sub topics and return to the home group, in the Home group each member will 

teach the peers what they learnt in the expert group. 

2. Implant Design: The activity used for this topic is clay modelling, each group is asked to design implants 

of their own and the group leader will explain the design in detail and substantiate that with evidence. 

This activity will kindle the creativity in the students and the students enjoy doing this activity. 

3. Diagnosis and Treatment planning: The activity used for this topic is Mind mapping which is a graphical 

way to represent ideas and concepts. It is a visual thinking tool that helps structuring information, the 

topic is divided into subtopics like Indications and contraindications, steps in CBCT planning, surgical 

guides, Recent advances and each group will make a mind map and share it with the other groups. This 

activity helps them to remember the topic very well. 

4. Osseointegration: The activity used for this topic is Peer led team Learning (PLTL) in this activity 

students help themselves in understanding and learning concepts in the presence of a facilitator topics 

like Theories of osseointegration, Bone remodelling around implants, Methods to test osseointegration 

and failure of osseointegration are discussed. 

5. Implant surgical and Prosthetic components: Activity used Mind Mapping. 

MILA in Teaching Controversy in Immediate Implant Placement and Restoration 

Critical appraisal of a topic is a compilation of existing evidence from systematic review to analyze and form a new 

informed opinion. Immediate implant is a very complicated concept. Students have difficulty in understanding 

protocols, consensus, complications, and outcomes. This has been widely reported in various publications [9][10]. 

We utilised CBL (Competition based learning) method of pedagogy in a class between 1pm to 3pm. Debate was 

utilized as a competition based learning (CBL) tool. The protocol included comparison of pre and post debate fill in 

the blanks test marks for 18 students from the same subject field on the particular topic- immediate implant in order 

to determine their aptitude and knowledge in the controversy of immediate implant. For the debate, the 18 students 

were segregated into two groups by random sampling. There were three rounds for the debate (CBL).  

1. Firstly, they were establishing their points based on evidence.  

2. Face to face round where they were fighting verbally with submission of evidence (published paper),  

3. Thirdly, each of them were discussing their own understanding from the topic.  

Then next day again test were conducted from the same topic in order to understand the outcome of the activity 

based learning i.e. CBL.  

There has been a dramatic increase in learning skill, capacity of remembering the evidence, clear knowledge of the 

subject, understanding different ways of critical analysis.  

This activity secession reinforced students' old concepts and gave way to newer ideas and also improved their 

knowledge to analyse high levels of evidence to improve clinical practice. Students were updated on current 

literature and improved their confidence in all clinical procedures they do. It helped them to defend themselves. This 

novel CBL activity triggered students' minds to apply intellectual ideas.  

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method (CBL) is effective for teaching controversy in any field of 

dentistry based on literature and this is a fun, motivating, enlightening, innovating, brainstorming activity based 

learning.  

 

https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/S2id
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/S2id
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/S2id
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MILA in Teaching Suturing Techniques in Implant Dentistry 

Students have difficulty in understanding the suturing concepts that they study in books without practice. 

Difficulty in suturing exercises has been widely reported in multiple publications.[11][12][13] [14][15]. 

We utilised a combination of Small group interactive learning followed by Simulation method of pedagogy in a 

class between 1.30pm to 3.00pm. The protocol included small group learning of suture materials, knots and needles 

followed by demonstration of suturing techniques on a Duoderm CGF Extra minces model, orange rind. 

The use of teaching models permits the students to handle the surgical instruments in a limited field under a semi-

realistic circumstance and also helps in developing psychomotor skills. 

A fresh orange is cut into two segments from top to bottom. The pulp of the fruit is carefully removed thereby 

separating it from the rind (fig 11,12)A thin layer of putty vinyl polysiloxane impression material is smeared on to the 

inner surface of the orange skin peel and the pulp space is filled with either plaster of paris. Subsequently, when the 

dental stone sets, the suture model is ready for use(fig 13) which can be sutured similar to tissue along the 

incision.(fig 14).[16]. 

Different suturing techniques were demonstrated to students and the same was simulated by the mentors on 

Duoderm models (fig: 15,16,17), orange rind following which the students were made to practise the same on models 

during class.  

 

Fig. 10: Presentations after the Book Gazing, Book Reading Module 

 

Fig. 11: A fresh Orange is Cut Into Two Segments from Top to Bottom 

https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/d0ts
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/d0ts
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/d0ts
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/d0ts
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/MtHK
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/VLE3
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/VLE3
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/VLE3
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/6cY9
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Fig. 12: The Pulp of the Fruit is Carefully Removed Thereby Separating it from the Rind 

 

Fig. 13: The Suture Model is Ready for Use with Suturing Armamentarium 

 

Fig. 14: Simulated Dental Suturing to Position 

 

Fig. 15: Duoderm Models Ready for Suturing 
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Fig. 16: Demonstration of Suturing on Duoderm by Mentors 

There has been a dramatic increase in the attention of students when compared to regular class. Students better 

understood concepts of suturing of skin and mucosa.  

The primary objective of dental suturing to position and secure surgical flaps were well understood by students. 

Optimal soft tissue healing for aesthetics depends on the clinician’s knowledge of and skill at executing proper 

suturing for optimal wound closure. [17] 

Optimal choice of suture thread material, needle and knots not only eliminate the difficulties encountered during 

surgical closure but also decrease the potential for postoperative infections. [18] 

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective for teaching “Suturing techniques in implant 

dentistry’’ by enhancing psychomotor skills and tactile sensation among students practicing suturing techniques. 

MILA in Teaching Practice Management 

Undergraduate dental education is extremely unique as it involves not only academic knowledge, but also 

encompasses in it a knack to acquire clinical and interpersonal skills. For a dental student, the third year marks a very 

important year in their journey of becoming a dental surgeon. Entry into third year can be termed translational as the 

dental student first enters clinical practice and starts performing procedures on patients. This can be quite 

challenging and overwhelming for a budding dentist. Concepts such as patient conflict management, infection control 

and adherence to treatment protocols are difficult concepts. This has been widely reported in various publications. 

For example in the study published by Polychronopoulou et al 2009, it was observed that dental students from across 

the world unanimously agreed that their first clinical year was the most difficult year in the undergraduate period. A 

similar study published by Divaris K et al in 2008 also identified the overwhelming pressure of handling patients for 

the first time as the greatest stressor in their five years of undergraduate education.  

We understood the need for a programme that basically helped students ease into clinical practice. We utilised 

Video based learning, Small Group Learning Problem based learning and Role play as a method of pedagogy in a 

weeklong intensive hands-on workshop that was held from 08:00 AM to 03:00PM. (fig 18) 

 

Fig. 17: Simulated Sutures on Duoderm Models 

https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/ut53
https://paperpile.com/c/hT0kwL/OUfK
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Fig. 18: Figure Demonstrating Small Group Learning Actively Mentored by Mentors 

The Protocol included segregation of a total number of 80 students into 10 groups with 8 students each (Small 

Group Learning). Each group was then mentored by a faculty who would mentor them through different clinical 

concepts and hands on exercises.(fig 19) After a 20 minute didactic session, the faculty would then assign an activity 

for the whole group to participate in.(fig 20) The activity could be finding the solution to a problem (Problem Based 

Learning)(fig 21,22). The activity would then be assessed by the mentor faculty present in the group, who would also 

provide real time feedback on the outcome of the various activities performed by the student. Dr. MM House said that 

it was imperative for a clinician to meet the mind of the patient before meeting the mouth of the patient. To help 

students get a better understanding of this concept, we utilised Role play to enact different psychological patient 

profiles and ways to handle them. The videos (Video based learning) of different clinical procedures were played to 

students after which they were asked to perform (under supervision) the same in preclinical models. The procedures 

were assessed by the mentors and active real time feedback was shared with the students.  

 

Fig. 19: Picture of a Mentor Demonstrating Procedures to Students 

 

Fig. 20: Figure Displaying the Gingivectomy Activity Model for Activity between Didactic Sessions 
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Fig. 21: Figure Displaying the Activity Cards Used in Module 

 

Fig. 22: Figure Displaying the Students Performance in Exams in Percentage 

The students were then asked to provide feedback on the programme to which a uniform positive response was 

seen. The year end clinical performance was then assessed with the total number of procedures counted as the main 

variable. The average procedure count increased by 85% and improved the overall confidence level of the students. 

We also conducted a survey among students to check their perception towards the need for a practice management 

course in their undergraduate curriculum. The survey results showed that 97.7% of the student population agreed 

that the practice management programme should be inculcated in their curriculum. 

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is highly effective for teaching practice management to 

undergraduates and advocate the implementation of this technique in other institutions as well.  

MILA in Teaching Educational Tool in Slow Learners 

Students with below average cognitive abilities whom we cannot term as disabled are called slow learners. They 

struggle to cope with the traditional academic demands of the regular classroom. Actually slow learners are normal 

students but the problem is that they are simply not interested in studying under a traditionally accepted system of 

education. Slow learners should not be confused with students in need of special education or reluctant learners who 

are non-cooperative. A student may fail to excel in some classes or in some subjects but it does not imply that he or 

she is a slow learner. The teachers and guardians may resort to some of the teaching aids available to special 

education students that may enhance interest of slow learners and help them get involved in the learning process.  
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Students learn at different rates, and, according to some published research, students learn only when they are 

ready. Other research gives importance to intrinsic rewards, differentiated curriculum, and motivation by 

personalizing lessons. However, the bottom line for most educators is that some students are slow to learn, but do not 

have a learning deficiency. Perhaps the greatest challenge to an educator is a child who is a slow learner. These 

students do not fall into the category of special education, they do well outside the classroom, and show no evidence 

of having a medical problem. They simply do not do well in school or a particular subject. Slow Learners may have 

problems not only with math and reading but also with coordination such as penmanship, sports, or dressing. Often 

they are quiet and shy, and they have trouble making friends. They may have poor self confidence. They often have a 

short attention span. All of these problems cause them to have a poor self esteem. 

In general, slow learning students may exhibit some or all of these characteristics, depending on their age and 

degree of problems acquiring knowledge at school. First, slow learners are recurrently immature in their relations 

with others and do poorly in school. Secondly, they cannot do multifaceted or complex problems and work very 

slowly. They lose track of time and cannot convey what they have learned from one task to another well. They do not 

easily master skills that are academic in nature, such as the times tables or spelling rules. Perhaps the most 

exasperating trait is their inability to have long-term goals. They live in the present, and so have considerable 

problems with time management perhaps due to a short attention span and poor concentration skills. One thing 

which we should remember is that, just because a child not doing well in one class does not make that student a slow 

learner. Also, slow learners vary from reluctant learners. A slow learner to begin with wants to learn, but has a 

problem with the process. A reluctant or hesitant learner is not motivated and can also be passive aggressive, creating 

more problems for teachers and parents through non-cooperation.  

Reluctant learners seldom have learning disabilities. We experienced a huge setback while teaching final year 

additional batch students in prosthodontics in 2019. For the first time, after two decades of teaching, we experienced 

a devastating University examination result in which all the eleven students who appeared for the exams failed. We 

were in a state of shock and we were not able to comprehend the results. After careful contemplation and 

deliberation we decided to teach the students with modified education tool, MILA.MILA is educational process which 

involves multiple method of learning of which can be customized to individual students based on their aptitude and 

acumen. In this situation, we employed methods like Game based learning, Video tutorial learning, Debate based 

learning, Peer led team based learning and Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning. The students were also 

involved in Quiz based learning which enabled them to perform much better in the fill in the blanks questions. The 

training of the students with MILA was very satisfactory to us and the confidence levels of the students improved 

greatly and their understanding of the subject also immensely improved. Much to our delight all the students who 

appeared next time for the University examination cleared the exams in flying colors. The external examiners also 

expressed great happiness and testified the success of the technique of MILA.  

CONCLUSION 

MILA was easy to be applied in prosthodontic training successfully. Based on the analysis of the student’s 

performance in classroom they seem to enjoy with their peers in the due course of interactive learning. Based on 

analysis of the student’s results there seemed a significant enhancement in final assessments comparative to their 

baseline assessments. There seems to be an increased desire for learning by applying MILA eliminating monotonous 

hours of classroom learning. Based on exam performance there has been a considerable difference in the 

performances of students. We encourage and highly recommend implementation of MILA in teaching prosthodontics 

in dentistry. 
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Abstract--- Traditional lectures are the most common teaching method employed by many dental institutions. It is 

the method where the teacher stands in front of the students and delivers a speech about a particular topic to make 

the students understand the topic. This method of teaching is very popular among teachers and is still being used by 

many. Unfortunately, this traditional teaching method has significant drawbacks often resulting in a poor 

understanding of the concepts taught to the students. This has led to the advent of the Multiple Interactive Learning 

Algorithm which is abbreviated as MILA. MILA teaching involves fragmentation of the entire duration of the class into 

multiple small sessions. Here, the word facilitator is preferred over the lecturer, as the teacher facilitates the students 

in learning a particular concept rather than lecturing it. MILA uses many innovative techniques that are interactive to 

make the learning process more efficient. MILA has improved the understanding and retaining of a concept in 

memory and has also made the students engage actively in the learning process. MILA is employed in teaching 

various topics in Oral Medicine and Radiology such as TMJ disorders, IOPA, radiation physics, etc. The paper aims to 

discuss the new and innovative teaching method MILA in Oral Medicine and Radiology. 

Keywords--- Teaching, Traditional Lecture, Oral Medicine, Oral Radiology. 

INTRODUCTION 

Learning is an experience and experience gives wisdom. Teachers in our society have an immense responsibility 

towards the students as they play a crucial role in a student’s life. They impart knowledge to the students and prepare 

them to face challenges in their lives. Imparting knowledge to the students is a unique, sensitive and a challenging 

task. The standard of a teacher is determined by how much the student is able to understand their teaching [1]. For a 

very long time traditional lecturing is the most popular and one of the widely used methods to transfer knowledge 

from the teacher to the student. In this method, the teacher is present in front of the students and delivers a speech 

about a particular topic. Certain teachers are exceptionally great at teaching and for them traditional lecturing is still 

an effective way to teach. Similarly certain students who are exceptionally brilliant can easily understand a topic 
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irrespective of the quality of the teacher. Unfortunately the majority of the teachers and students do not belong to this 

exceptional category. Most teachers often experience difficulty in making a student understand a concept through 

traditional lecturing and as a result of that the student is unable to appreciate and perceive the concept. The students 

often find the traditional lecture to be boring as many of them do not actively participate in the lecture. Over a period, 

this traditional lecturing has undergone certain changes like addition of certain supportive aids which would enhance 

the teaching. These include overhead projectors, use of audio visual aids like slide presentation (powerpoint, keynote 

etc) etc. In one of the studies it was found that powerpoint presentation was beneficial for teaching but the material 

in the presentation plays a vital role [2]. Another study revealed that with powerpoint presentation, the teaching was 

enhanced although the final grades of the students did not improve [3]. This means an enhanced presentation tool 

such as powerpoint was unable to bring about improvement in the final grades of the students. This could be 

probably attributed to the traditional lecturing method and this calls for a change in the learning method itself. 

The drawbacks of the traditional lecturing method has led to the advent of a new and a creative learning method 

called ‘Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm abbreviated as MILA’. This method avoids lecturing and actively 

engages the students in activities which enhances their learning of a concept/topic. The students are provided with a 

short video describing the topic which the students have to see a day before attending the class. This prepares the 

student about the topic and this has been shown to be effective in a study done in 2016 [4].  

In MILA the total duration of the class would be 120 minutes and the term teacher/lecturer is replaced with the 

term facilitator. It has been found that the human brain can concentrate on a particular topic for only 20 minutes [5]. 

Hence, the total duration of the class is divided into 6 micro sessions lasting for 20 minutes each. Once the class starts, 

the topic for the day is divided into 3 parts of a brief overview followed by 3 parts of activities after every overview 

[figure 1]. In the brief overview the facilitator simply explains a part of the topic in a nutshell which will be followed 

by an activity about the topic. Here the idea is to facilitate the students in learning by making them find out more 

about a topic and not actually lecturing about the topic. An activity can be anything that actively engages the student 

to explore further into the topic which was explained previously.  

 

Figure 1: The Table is an Example Showing the Basic Framework of the MILA System of Teaching and Learning 

Few examples of such activities include Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning (POGIL), Student-Centered 

Active Learning Environment with Upside-down Pedagogies (SCALE-UP), Game based learning, peer led learning, 

concept mapping, problem based learning etc. the facilitator also can come up with his/her own innovative activity 

which will actively engage students. The activity session enhances self directed learning. This makes the students 

interactive, work as a team to find a solution, and also teach their peers. This boosts the confidence of the students 

and improves the emotional and social intelligence of the students. Emotional intelligence is the ability of being 

concerned with effectively understanding oneself as well as others, maintaining good relationships with people and 
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adapting to and coping with the immediate surroundings to be more successful in dealing with environmental 

demands [6]. Social intelligence is something which is essential for a person to acclimatise with the peers, maintain 

relationships, help others and interpret social information, leading to accurate social inferences [7].  

Researchers state a person with higher emotional and social intelligence are more successful than the one with 

higher intelligence quotient alone [8]. MILA provides an environment where the intelligent, emotional and social 

quotient are horned. Students who shy away and those who have low self confidence had transformed into good 

speakers and teachers at the end of the year. Thus the students had a personality development too along with their 

academic development. 

TMJ Disorders (TMD) 

TMJ disorders are an interesting topic yet difficult to understand. Diagnosis of TMD is challenging and difficult as 

it is multifactorial and there are many orofacial pain conditions which can be misdiagnosed as TMD pain [9]. This 

makes proper understanding of the topic paramount. Differentiating orofacial pain as odontogenic and non-

odontogenic is the initial step and later finding out whether TMJ was the source for non-odontogenic cause is the 

following step in diagnosis of TMD [10]. Clinicians' knowledge of appropriate choice of treatment of TMD is the next 

challenge to be faced. Majority of TMD can be managed with conservative management such as pharmacotherapy, 

behavioural management, Transcutaneous Electrical Nerve Stimulation [TENS], physiotherapy. Surgical intervention 

such as gap arthroplasty, condylectomy, meniscectomy with implant reconstruction are advised in severe cases with 

major structural changes in TMJ [11]. The plan included flipped class in the beginning which was a video presentation 

to explain the concepts of TMD in a simplified manner with emphasis on the important sections such as 

etiopathogenesis, clinical presentations, diagnostic criteria, differential diagnosis, radiodiagnosis of TMJ Imaging and 

medical and surgical management of TMD.  

Fundamental knowledge of normal anatomical structures and physiology of TMJ are important for differentiating 

the pathology from normal. This can be achieved with POGIL activity, in which each student was instructed to involve 

in mono acting of a particular anatomical structure of TMJ. The various bony components such as condyle, glenoid 

fossa, articular eminence and soft tissue components such as articular disk, muscles of mastication, ligament, tendon, 

synovial fluid and neurovascular structures, each of which will be distributed among the students and each student 

will perform mono acting on the structure explaining from the fundamental aspects to complete management of the 

pathologies related to that anatomical structure. This activity enables the students to be involved in learning the 

specific structure in depth and by listening to other students’ mono acting. Complete knowledge of the complex 

anatomical structures of TMJ and basic functioning is possible only when students are made interactive during the 

lecture class. The case based learning was made effective using Jigsaw puzzle activity in which three groups of 

different clinical and imaging features pertaining to three main disorders of TMD based on RDC criteria [12] was 

displayed to students. The students have to pick out three disorders such as myofascial pain dysfunction syndrome 

[MPDS], anterior disk displacement with reduction and osteoarthritis from the three group of clinico-radiographic 

features arranged in a puzzle.  

The activity of Concept mapping [figure 2] was given to the students at the end of the class which serves as a 

visual aid for revising the entire contents of TMD. There has been a significant increase in the students’ performance 

[figure 3] which was assessed by various measures such as case based discussion, in which various TMD 

documentation cases with complete case history, investigations including Computed Tomography (CT), Cone Beam 

Computed Tomography (CBCT) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) were displayed and the students’ ability to 

diagnose, interpreting the radiographic image, arriving at a final diagnosis and formulation of the appropriate 
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treatment plan was assessed. The students' understanding skills and communication skills in presentation of the 

concepts were assessed based on debate topics such as CT versus MRI imaging of TMD, medical versus surgical 

management of TMD disorders. Overall, we believe teaching students by the MILA method was effective in TMJ 

disorders and aids students to achieve knowledge and excellence in the topic. 

 

Figure 2: Picture Shows the Activity of Concept Mapping of TMJ Disorders 

 

Figure 3: Graphical Representation of the Students Performance Before and After Using the Mila Teaching Method 
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Oral Manifestation of Systemic Diseases 

Oral manifestation of systemic diseases is a vast topic in the subject of Oral Medicine and Radiology. The topic 

basically deals with the various oral manifestations of systemic diseases such as diabetes, vitamin deficiencies, 

haematological diseases etc. Students often find this topic to be difficult to understand. To be specific they find it 

difficult to remember the various oral manifestations found in each disease. Hence an activity called ‘CONNEXIONS’ 

was tried for the students to make them remember the various oral features of the systemic disease easily. In the 

activity the students are first taught about each disease by showing pictures of various oral manifestations. 4 pictures 

having the oral features of the systemic disease were shown to the student and student will guess the underlying 

systemic disease. This activity connects the various pictures together and the student was able to identify the disease 

and also easily remember the features of the disease. 

‘A picture tells a thousand words’ is a famous quote which forms the core of this method of teaching. Even when a 

particular feature of a disease is well described by the teacher in the class, the understanding of that feature is only 

effective when the student actually sees the picture. A large percentage of the human brain is exclusively meant for 

visual processing. Images instantly capture our attention more than words [13]. 

This activity ‘connexions’ also is partially inspired from a simple game available for android & iOS devices called ‘4 

pics 1 word’. In this game 4 pictures are shown with letters jumbled below the person has to guess the word using the 

pictures & the words [14]. Connexions also uses a few pictures which stimulates the reasoning and deduction skills of 

the student. This makes the students think about the pictures. The mind of the student then tries to connect the 

pictures and find something common about them. The students understood the disease features by seeing the 

pictures and finally when they were shown a few pictures common to that disease they were able to easily identify 

the disease. 

Radiation Physics 

Radiation Physics is a complicated topic. Students have difficulty in understanding the principles of Physics about 

Ionising radiation, their types, components of X-ray tube, X-ray beam production, interaction of X-rays with matter 

etc. By understanding the physics of radiation, one becomes familiar with the terminology and concepts used in the 

radiological sciences [15]. An article recommend that new teaching and information processes are needed to provide 

more beneficial learning environments about radiation and radioactivity [16] and by doing this, students' awareness 

towards radiation should be improved and information about radiation should be transferred at the right stage of 

education accurately [17]. Students show progress in their conceptual understanding about ionizing radiation and 

radioactivity after using some instructional strategies such as hands-on laboratory-based activities, interactive 

lectures, and worksheets prepared with directed-inquiry approach. 

The plan included students advised to watch the short flipped class videos [18] the previous day before coming to 

the class. Video contains illustrative images and simultaneous explanatory voice over on types of radiation, parts of x 

ray tube, factors that can be used to alter X-ray beam, dosimetry and its various techniques, animation on step wise 

working of x-ray tube starting from heating up of tungsten filament to useful production of X-ray photons, 

bremsstrahlung and characteristic radiation, interaction of x-rays with matter. 

The session started with an initial short explanation about the basic concepts such as introduction to X-radiation, 

types of radiation and parts of an X-ray tube, again refreshing those concepts with flipped videos followed by an 

activity to make an X-ray model with coloured clays and labelling them. 

https://paperpile.com/c/74C2lz/Oun2
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The next session had a short lecture on X-ray production and interaction of X-rays with matter and listening to 

flipped videos on that. After understanding the concepts thoroughly, activity on electron movements in orbital shells 

in X-ray photon production, its interaction is depicted by drawing the orbits and demonstrating the electron 

movements from one shell to another by moving the coloured small paper balls thereby knocking the electrons out 

aiding in X-ray formation and interaction. 

The final session was on factors controlling X-ray beam and dosimetry. The students were made aware of the 

factors controlling X-ray beam and various radiological terminologies like Exposure, Radiation absorbed dose, 

Equivalent dose, Effective Dose by dividing them into 4 groups. Each group picks a topic. This activity is ‘jigsaw’. From 

each group after learning about the topic, the person goes to the other groups to teach about their topic. In the end 

everyone learns about the concept by sharing what each learnt about their topic. 

Hence, we believe teaching students by MILA method is very effective and beneficial as it makes learning and 

understanding a complicated topic such as radiation physics easy and enjoyable. 

Intraoral Periapical Radiography and Radiographic Diagnosis 

MILA in teaching has helped students to understand the angulations required for taking an intraoral radiograph 

and the radiographic appearances of the lesions or any pathology in Oral Medicine and Radiology which are 

considered to be very complicated and confusing. Unless the students know how to make a radiographic exposure of 

the teeth, they cannot understand the radiographic aspects of the oral diseases. 

There are many students who have difficulty in understanding the radiographic angulations required for taking an 

intraoral radiograph. This is because different teeth require different angulations. Radiographic appearances of the 

pathology helps to differentiate radiographically the lesions present and also aids in coming to a definitive 

conclusion. This will ensure the correct treatment planning and provide great relief to the patient. 

Interactive methods of pedagogy were utilised in the class. The plan included 20 mins of explanation and 20 mins 

of interactive session for a total of 6 sessions. We have used images and demonstrations to explain the students about 

the topic. We also used a modelling method by choosing 2 students randomly where one student acts as a dentist and 

other as a patient. In this way the students were able to understand the angulation required for a radiograph in all 

perspectives. After teaching for 20 mins the interactive session was taken where students were given activity and 

were provided with photos and materials to understand the various radiographic appearances [figure 4]. This was 

done to find out how much a student has grabbed the topic. For example, the Odontogenic myxoma has tennis racket 

like appearance radiographically or the calcifying epithelial odontogenic tumor shows snow driven appearance hence 

the images of a tennis racket and snow driven pattern using flour powder were done by the students [figure 5].  

The visual method helps the students to retain the information because they could easily correlate them. This 

method resulted in an increase in the understanding of concepts. This will eventually help the students to become 

better radiographic diagnosticians and also helps in formulating the correct and an appropriate treatment plan. 
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Figure 4: Students Provided with Photos and Materials to Perform the Activity for Understanding Various 

Radiographic Appearances 

 

Figure 5: Student Performing Activity Using Flour Powder to Mimic Snow Driven Appearance Seen in Clarifying 

Epithelial Odontogenic Tumor 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

Teaching about Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a very challenging task. The difficulties faced by the 

students are the principles of MRI and the modes used during the scan process. Interestingly in MRI the different 

modes have a direct bearing on the appearance of the tissues in the images. After reviewing the literature [19][20] 

and understanding the difficulties of the current trend of students, we decided to use an activity based learning to 
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help the students to understand the principles of MRI which provides a foundation for an effective use of MRI in 

Dental practice. 

The plan was to use clay modelling in the demonstration of the principles of MRI followed by an active 

participation of the students to engage in the activity.  The following materials were used in the activity, 

●  A bar magnet was made with clay with separate colours for the poles. 

● To represent hydrogen atoms small paper balls were made. 

● The paper balls had a different colour in one of the ends to indicate the polarity. 

●  A total of 6 paper balls were made. 

●  A white paper showing a graph of the x,y and z axis. 

First the course facilitator placed the paper balls representing the hydrogen atoms of the body in random 

orientation, but in a manner where the net charge was 0. Then a bar magnet was modelled in clay with different 

colours for either poles and placed near the paper balls. On placing the bar magnet the paper balls were aligned such 

that the majority of the balls were aligned with the magnetic field in the spin up state and a smaller section of the 

balls were aligned antiparallel or in the spin down state. Subsequently one of the students was given a graph paper 

and asked to draw a net graph. Before placing the bar magnet the net graph was zero as all the atoms were aligned to 

cancel each other. On placing the bar magnet there was a development of a net vector moment. 

In the second stage, an RF Pulse in the form of a pencil was placed perpendicular to the magnet and resulted in the 

paper balls representing hydrogen atoms to align themselves with the RF field in a perfect sense. The student keeping 

a track of the vector pointed out that the vector was much stronger in a direction with the RF field. This was 

explained as the cause of the T1 signal. 

In the final stage of the activity, the RF pulse was taken away and the atoms represented by the paper balls fall 

back to their state in alignment as dictated by the magnetic field. The relaxation of the atoms was in two stages: viz: 

first stage were the atoms aligned to the magnetic field and in the second stages the atoms aligned either parallel or 

anti parallel to the field. This was explained as a T2 signal. 

The same activity was repeated twice by the facilitator followed by the students playing it as a guessing game 

among themselves. 

The students were given 5 questions in the form of a pre test (checking their understanding of the keywords) and 

post-test. We had also taken a verbal feedback from the students which showed that the students enjoyed the activity 

and felt it was easy. Further as the activity was more interactive it gave them an opportunity to repeat the activities 

and improve their understanding. 

Radiodiagnosis 

Students have difficulty in understanding the various pathological radiographic patterns in the extraoral 

radiographs and applying the same to interpret and to arrive at the diagnosis was challenging. This has been widely 

reported in various publications [21][22]. 

A method called DIY (Do It Yourself) - X rays was used. Following the first 20 minutes of pedagogy, students were 

given a set of cards that represents the pathologies and materials that are required to describe the various 

radiographic patterns were displayed. They were given a time period of 20 minutes in which they discuss the 

pathology and correlate the radiographic patterns and arrive at a possible radiographic impression. After a brief 

https://paperpile.com/c/74C2lz/vMyR
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discussion, with the use of given materials, they simulated the given radiographic patterns. For example-They 

demonstrated a honeycomb pattern for ameloblastoma, cherry blossom appearance for Sjogren’s syndrome with the 

given materials. Following the DIY-Xrays, the capability of the students in identifying and interpreting the patterns in 

the given radiographs was dramatically increased. The students were evaluated at the end of the class by asking them 

to identify the classical radiographic appearances of the pathologies involving skull and jaws. This activity improved 

critical thinking, the problem-solving capacity of the participated students. Also, their competitive skills, 

communication, teamwork were tremendously improved among the students. MILA is a subtle but powerful hands-

on way of learning the concepts. MILA has helped to deliver the concepts in a strong way. The order of teaching 

followed by activity has positively influenced the students to engage in the classrooms. This method of teaching with 

a small group of students helps to give personal attention to the students. In contrast to conventional teaching, one-

one interaction with all the students is made possible. The flipped classes, which is a pre-recorded video on the 

classes, helps to deliver the concepts in a nutshell. MILA has made teaching so lively and interactive, the application of 

this teaching method greatly influences the memory and retaining capacity of a student which by itself is the strength 

of this system. Overall, teaching students by this method is effective for teaching the most challenging chapter 

Radiodiagnosis among undergraduate students. 

CONCLUSION 

The proof of the pudding is in eating. How do we prove that this method was effective? We had compared the 

university exam of students who had the conventional teaching method and the MILA teaching method. It was quite a 

difference. The highest mark differs by 20 marks. The 2016 batch who had conventional lecture classes scored 139 

om 200 whereas the 2017 batch scored 159 on 200 as the highest. The number of students who scored above 60% 

was 55 in conventional teaching methods while 77 students scored above 60% in students taught by MILA. Thus 

multiple interactive learning algorithm proved to be an effective teaching methodology. 
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Abstract--- Our significant shortcoming in the education system for many decades has been to ignore the Brain based 

active learning that utilizes all senses maximizing the learning experience as well as nurture the greater depth of 

reasoning. A student sitting at a square table, with a square piece of paper, in a square room with departmentalized 

topics and a regurgitating curriculum utilizes approximately 3% of the brain’s capacity. This classic industrial age 

approach of teaching was found to be more prevalent among many Dental Universities in India. Dental educators 

should therefore attempt to utilize creative and innovative methods of teaching to accommodate students with 

differing learning styles to provide an opportunity to maximize their learning skills. One such learning method was 

adopted in Saveetha dental college is MILA (Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm) which promotes active learning 
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among students and also ensures that they truly retain the knowledge and information they receive. Activities such as 

POGIL (Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning), Classroom Cartoon Character (game based learning), peer-led 

team based learning, role play, critical pedagogy and Jigsaw classroom method which enabled the students to find 

and apply information relevant to clinical cases and foster higher-order reasoning skills. Therefore, This paper aims 

to discuss the lecturer's experience and student’s perception towards MILA in Public Health Dentistry topics. This 

model was employed on Saveetha Dental college third year dental students during their Pit & Fissure sealants, 

Atraumatic Restorative treatment, Tobacco cessation counselling, Fluorides in dentistry, Health Planning cycle, 

Evaluation, Levels of Prevention and Primary Health care lectures.  

Keywords--- Flipped Class, Public Health Dentistry, MILA, Teaching, Learning. 

INTRODUCTION 

Chinese philosopher and reformer Confucius (551 BC to 479 BC), who stated “I hear and I forget. I see and I 

remember. I do and I understand (1). A true learning continues until it is put into action. Learning is a natural human 

process and several models have been put forward to explain this process, or the ways that a student can acquire his 

or her knowledge and skills. 

The impact of teaching plays a very important role in the learning outcomes which in turn plays a significant role 

in generating effective professionals. Teaching is a multiplex activity which involves not only giving instructions but 

also stimulation of learning. The effectiveness of teaching depends on how much has been understood by the students 

(2). 

Times are changing and the students are totally different from decades ago. However, the education system 

followed in the majority of dental colleges in India remains the same and most of the teaching methods are still 

limited to giving lectures to large groups.  

According to The State of Tennessee’s Student/Teacher Achievement Ratio (STAR) Project (3) reducing the size of 

the class will bring about more benefits for the students and the teachers (3). The advantage of small group learning, 

where the teacher spends less time for managing the students, more time can be utilized in teaching (4). 

Hence, a unique and exclusive teaching protocol was followed in Saveetha Dental college, India, which involves 

small group learning, short lectures and a particular algorithm approach. This is a learner-centered model where 

there is an integration of class room and applied work based experience. In this model, the onus is on the student to 

direct their own learning. On the other hand, lecturers need to be innovative and understand that there are numerous 

ways in which a student learns the subject. Studies have reported that promoting innovative and interactive sessions 

is equally important than just teaching to a mere small group of students (2). 

With the above mentioned Chinese quote, that a student will remember and hopefully understand more by 

reading, hearing, seeing, saying and teaching someone else- therefore teaching methods should be inclusive of all of 

these activities in class. Dental Educators should adopt to mix and match their teaching methods to assist dental 

students with differing learning styles. 

MILA (Multiple Interactive Learning Algorithm) model was followed by lecturers in Saveetha Dental College to 

maximise student learning. This method stimulate interest, provide core knowledge about a particular topic and 

encourages higher order of thinking among students. MILA provides a optimal learning environment and aims 

towards holistic development of the students in all dental subjects. 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/UYNC
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/OGAt
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/ERyG
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/ERyG
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/3KEi
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/OGAt
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This paper aims to share the lecturers experience and student’s perception towards MILA in Public Health 

Dentistry topics. This model was employed on Saveetha Dental college third year dental students during their Pit & 

Fissure sealants, Atraumatic Restorative treatment, Tobacco cessation counselling, Fluorides in dentistry, Health 

Planning cycle, Evaluation, Levels of Prevention and Primary Health care lectures.  

A. Pit and Fissure Sealant 

Pit and fissure sealant is a very important concept in Preventive dentistry. Students have difficulty in 

remembering and understanding the various steps in application of a sealant. 

The role of fissure sealants in caries prevention is well established in the literature (5). A recent update of a 

Cochrane review evaluated the caries preventive effect of sealants in children and adolescents, compared with a no 

sealant control group. The application of sealant reduced the caries increment (6). 

Pit and fissure sealant is an effective means of preventing pit and fissure caries in primary and permanent teeth. 

Dentists should therefore be encouraged to apply pit and fissure sealants in combination with other preventive 

measures in patients at a high risk of caries. Sealant placement is a sensitive procedure that should be performed in a 

moisture-controlled environment. Maintenance is essential and the reapplication of sealants, when required, is 

important to maximize the effectiveness of the treatment (7). 

 We utilized the following method of pedagogy in a class. 

The Learning objective included a 20 minutes of active teaching of various concepts in Pit and fissure sealants. 

Introduction, History, Morphology, Type, Indications & contraindications using Slides and videos. 

I. POGIL - The POGIL Project is not about egos and CVs, but about putting the students first and 

providing teachers with tools to optimize learning."— Shawn Simonson, Boise State University 

 POGIL Project was carried out for a duration of 20 Minutes where the student is shown various materials used for 

pit and sealant procedure and further encouraged to search various commercially available pit and fissure sealants 

available in the market. Later, the student is asked to categories various types of sealants accordingly. 

Later 20 minutes of discussion about steps in application of sealant is explained to the student. The same is 

explained to the student in the form of a cartoon character Named “Polly” (refer Figure 1a to 1h). 

 

Figure 1a: Select the Teeth Indicated for Sealant 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/XOSP
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/184g
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/uebk
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Figure 1b: Isolation of Teeth 

 

Figure 1c: Clean the Tooth Surface 

 

Figure 1d: Etch the Tooth Surface 

 

Figure 1e: Rinse the Tooth Surface for 30 Seconds 
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Figure 1f: Dry the Tooth Surface for 10 Seconds 

 

Figure 1g: Apply the sealant material 

 

Figure 1h: Light Cure it for 20 Seconds 

II. Hands on Work on a Model (Refer Figure 2) 

The student is divided into pairs and asked to work on model teeth. They are allowed to place the sealant on the 

model; this helps them to understand the viscosity of the material so that the class is able to differentiate the property 

of the sealant with regular composite light cure resin. 
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Figure 2: Class Activity for Applying Pit and Fissure Sealants 

III. Classroom Cartoon Character (Illustration Method) 

Art is one of the most important building blocks of a child’s development. Working and learning in a creative 

manner has been shown to benefit a learners motor skills and decision making. According to Hayden R. Smith and 

Dean A (8), young people who participate regularly in the arts (three hours a day on three days each week through 

one full year) are four times more likely to be recognized for academic achievement than children who do not 

participate. 

Essentially, art encourages students to think outside of the box, to consider different perspectives, and to invent 

ideas instead of simply following directions, which leads to happier and more confident professionals in and out of 

the classroom. 

Have students choose one of the cartoon characters from the text. Using this cartoon character as the protagonist 

(main character – new vocabulary word!), the students create a short story. For a prompt, students are encouraged to 

follow a story arc. The story may have 6-8 scenes. Because comic strips consist mostly of monologue and/or dialogue, 

have students find individual voices for each character. To begin, the students make a list of characteristics for each 

character using both the picture and their imagination. Now that students have a story and dialogue, it’s time to 

illustrate the comic strip! Each scene needs a picture, so students will draw 6-8 cartoons (on 3×5 pieces of paper). 

Discussion Questions 

What was the crucial portion of the technique and why? 

Cartoons are powerful teaching tools and can tell a complex concept in a few images. It Provides comment and 

provokes thought on events and issues. Use of a cartoon introduces the idea of humour in a classroom. The pictures 

were cut and the students were instructed to re-order the story (Figure 1a-1h). 

The student is divided into pairs and asked to work on model teeth (Figure 9). They are allowed to place the 

sealant on the model; this helps them to understand the viscosity of the material so that the class is able to 

differentiate the property of the sealant with regular composite light cure resin. 

The Student is now allowed to make a cartoon drawing to explain the same procedure to the School children if 

they were posted in School oral health awareness camps. This creates the students to understand the concept of 

sealant and also converts the same into a simpler concept to explain to the level of school children. 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/hvVv
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There has been a dramatic increase in the interest of the students. Students' minds get registered with the 

character named “Polly” and they are able to recollect the various steps easily in exams. 

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective for teaching the topic Sealants. 

A) Atraumatic Restorative Treatment 

ART is a process-oriented topic and is a complicated concept to apply in real time scenarios. The phase of 

translational learning where the student applies his text-book knowledge to actual practice engenders the 

inadequacies of traditional teaching philosophies. Students have difficulty in anticipating the technical and physical 

barriers one must face when applying ART in real time. ART was introduced as a basic package of oral care by the 

World Health Organization, ultimately to fulfil the health for all goal, encompassing oral health.  

 ART was designed to treat the most common chronic disease affecting humans ‘Dental Caries’, and was pilot 

tested in several countries like Tanzania, Zimbabwe, Thailand, Pakistan and Nepal. It basically had two principles; use 

of hand instruments to cut the teeth and restoring the cavity in the tooth using a material that sticks to teeth (9). 

Current day technology enables students to learn all aspects of modern dentistry which allows the use of state of 

the art armamentarium to restore teeth back to life, but ART is indicated for regions which lacks access to such 

sophistication and relies on basic support facilities where in the manual skill of the operator is quintessential. The 

students hardly understand how difficult it is to cut a natural tooth with hand instruments, the hardest substance in 

our body, and they often fail to understand that dexterity is the key toward manual preparation of enamel using hand 

instruments. 

 Hence, I wanted the students to understand the practical difficulties that they can anticipate while performing 

ART on a natural tooth. Towards this aim Multiple Interacting Learning Algorithm (MILA) was used to teach this topic 

for final year BDS residents. The students were led into an active and entertaining phase of learning ART. The process 

(refer Figure 3) began with the most basic information about the background of ART and were encouraged to further 

explore the details as to why ART was introduced and its primary purpose through SCALEUP and POGIL. Students 

were divided into batches of two (based on the total strength of the class) and were asked to elaborate their findings 

after the activity.  

 

Figure 3: Process of MILA Augmented ART Teaching Protocol 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/BeBo
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The primary purpose of MILA is to augment the role of the teacher as a facilitator of knowledge and beat the banal 

and pedantic system of lectures which frustrate active learning. The next phase included the process of ART 

restoration where a power-point presentation was shown regarding the various instruments used, technique of 

enamel cutting, and material/process used for restoring the prepared cavity. 

 Further, to help them experience the actual process, each student was provided with a natural tooth and the 

necessary armamentarium to perform the ART (refer Figure 4). They were guided in a step by step process in 

preparing the cavity and understanding the ‘Finger press’ technique of restoration. The challenge in understanding 

ART is that it requires the student to unlearn their traditional dental practices and must orient themselves in a setting 

dependent upon appropriate technology and intersectoral coordination (10). 

 

Figure 4: Learning Process 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/HOQj
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The students realized the importance of effective instrument grasp techniques which significantly affects the 

outcome of the restorative procedure. Moreover, it was a revelation for the students that how difficult it is to cut a 

natural tooth only using hand instruments. They didn’t quite understand the terminology ‘press finger technique’(11) 

but when they performed the process, they finally could comprehend what it meant! 

 This process of learning helped the students to actively experiment the knowledge acquired and inculcated a 

habit of asking doubts during the procedure which is often not the case in traditional teaching resulting in disastrous 

consequences during actual patient care. Traditional teaching propagates textbook knowledge, which is like 

teaching the students how to fly an aeroplane using a book and next time make them fly one in real time inside a 

cockpit. The feedback from the class was very positive and students did try and implement the procedure learnt in 

class in real patients and exclaimed in awe the beauty of God’s creation, the anatomy and texture of Human Teeth. I 

firmly believe this learning exercise helped our students to appreciate the skills acquired and realize the importance 

of basic knowledge gained through their course. Most of all I feel satisfied that we could teach Holistic Dentistry! 

Evaluation Prior to Class 

1. Do you know the importance of proper hand/instrument grasp techniques? 

2. Name of the common instrument grasp you practice everyday? 

3. Ever prepared a cavity in natural teeth using hand instruments? 

4. Are you confident that you can prepare a cavity in natural teeth using hand instruments alone? 

Response 

1. 78% reported they knew the importance and 19% were ambivalent and 3% did not provide any response. 

2. Almost all of the reported modified pen grasp, but when asked to demonstrate they were not confident if they 

knew it right. 

3. Unanimously No. 

4. 85% were confident and 15% were not. 

 Following ART Learning through MILA 

1. 100% realized the importance of instrument grasp in dentistry, in particular, operative dentistry 

2. All of them learnt Modified pen grasp and understood it completely 

3. Yes, all of them prepared on the natural teeth 

4. Before the technique demonstration, they were asked to try and prepare a cavity in natural teeth, almost all of 

them failed in disbelief, But after the demonstration through power point and proper instrumentation 

sequence, they were successful. Most of all they reported they could feel the consistency of dentin which they 

had never felt before when using high speed rotary instrumentation. 

B) Tobacco Cessation Counselling 

Teaching “Tobacco Cessation Counselling”, is a very essential part of Undergraduate Curriculum, at the same 

time it is a complex process; because the cessation process involves guiding and motivating one individual by talking 

to them at an intellectual and empathetic level. Even after elaborate lecture sessions on the concept of cessation, the 

students were not able to tailor it to an individual patient’s needs and translate it into practice. A Survey was taken 

among the IV year BDS students of Saveetha Dental college and Hospitals regarding the barriers they had, which were 

as follows (refer figure 5). 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/hihL
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Figure 5: Barriers in Understanding and Delivering Tobacco Cessation Counselling 

A survey on Dental students by YIP JK et al (12) emphasised that barriers like, inadequacy in time and knowledge 

and attitude towards their role in counselling only improved with formal practical training. Yet another study on 

Indian dental students by Vikneshan et al (13) supported the fact that practice based training and reinforcement 

through periodic teaching can only remove the barriers like resistance, inadequate skills, knowledge gap and etc. 

Apart from sharpening the knowledge, attitude and receptivity of the student was one important factor to be 

addressed during teaching sessions, evidence the studies by Bhagyashree. P et al (14) and Omoloara. G et al (15) 

indicated that, Patient follow up for other procedures, Dentist patient relationship, age difference were some of 

the mind block the students had towards performing sessions and indirectly these reflected on their perceived 

interest towards the current topic. With the strong literature evidence, we decided to address the barriers like lack of 

knowledge in techniques and translating theoretical concepts into practice. For this a Role play and a 

demonstration session was planned. 

Communication skills are essential for clinical practice throughout the life of a doctor, and it has found to have a 

significant impact on patient care and finally correlates with the improved health care outcome in future (16). These 

skills have been improved by activities like role playing and demonstrations (17). According to Manzoor et al (18), 

by engaging students in role plays, the component of both cognitive as well as affective domain of medical education 

can be delivered. A clinical trial to compare two methods to teach smoking cessation to medical students was done by 

Papadakis MA et al (1997)(19), demonstrating that role play method of teaching was effective when compared to 

conventional teaching using a standardised patient model. As we don't restrict ourselves with the conclusions of 

previous researches, we enquired the students prior to the lecture to pick an activity which they would prefer for 

learning “Tobacco Cessation Counselling and techniques”. And the results are depicted in the graph below (Figure 6).  

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/nroZ
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/tp6s
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/pKVj
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/EyAX
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/iSip
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/Apth
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/Gedz
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/H0ix
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Figure 6: Preference Regarding Type of Activity in Class for Tobacco Cessation Counselling 

Similar to the results of our survey on student preference, studies by Nikendei. C et al (20) and Bosse HM et al (21) 

concluded that, “the role play helped them to learn the correct attitudes required of a doctor to treat his/her 

patients”. 

Following a forty Minute lecture session (Split into two) using a Power point, students were given a hypothetical 

situation of a patient visiting a dental OP and was asked to enact three counselling visits. Following the role play and 

Demonstration of individual techniques (refer figure 7) like “Wait Out”, “Trigger Coping”, “Cue Exposure”, “Aversive 

Conditioning” and “Tapering”, “NRT – Gum usage”, “Progressive Relaxation Techniques” (refer figure 8) along with 

regular tobacco history recording and CO level monitoring were done by the students with the guidance of the faculty.  

 

Figure 7: IV Year BDS Students Performing a Role Play Simulating a Tobacco Cessation Counselling in a Dental Office 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/RK88
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/ZAbT
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Figure 8: IV Year BDS Students Demonstrating Progressive Relaxation Technique as a Part of Tobacco Cessation 

Counselling Exercise 

Armamentarium Used in the Lecture 

 Preformed patient education placards 

 Patient education video made by the Department 

 E – Cigarette 

 Carbon Monoxide Monitor 

 Standard TCC Questionnaire 

 Fagerstrom Nicotine Dependence scale 

 Readiness to quit scale 

 NRT Gum – for demonstration purpose 

Students Feedback was obtained at the end of the teaching sessions. The results were similar to that observed by 

Singleton JA et al (22). The collective response from the students were as follows: 

 They understood their barriers well 

 Subjective norms were improved 

 Perceived skills improved 

 Efficacy and intentions to provide Tobacco cessation services were better than before 

 Role confusion towards providing this service was completely nil 

True to the proverb by Confucious – “If I hear I forget, If I see I Remember, If I do I Understand”. The response 

to this way of teaching was positive and it definitely improved the knowledge on practical applications and attitude 

towards their role in tobacco cessation counselling in future.  

C) Fluorides in Dentistry 

Memorizing the year is considered to be the toughest part with respect to History of Fluorides in Dentistry. 

Students always face difficulty in remembering the dates and the year. When learning history it is very important to 

remember the year in which the important event has happened. Therefore, a new memory technique known as 

“IMAGE-EVENT ASSOCIATION” has been adapted. 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/3XT2
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This technique involves three simple steps. Step1-Creating a DATERONI number table. Step2- Converting the 

historical year into a word using the table. Step3- Link the word and the historical event. 

Example: 1931- Shoe Leather survey- Trendley H Dean 

Step 1- DATERONI number table – Don’t include the Vowels (a,e,i,o,u) 

 

Step 2- Converting the year in to a word 

Remember the last two digits of the year. 31 

The words which corresponds to the digit 3 are F, R 

The words which corresponds to the digit 1 are C, P 

We can choose either F, R for digit 3 and the same holds good for the digit 1 

The final combination of words will be R and P. 

Step 2- Correlating the word with the event. 

Add vowels to the word. Final word will be ROPE. Imagine rope similar to a Lace for the Shoe. This letter can be 

correlated with SHOE LEATHER SURVEY. Students were divided into two groups. In groups, clear roles were 

assigned to the students which in turn encourages each and every student to work effectively in the group. Sticky 

notes and Charts were given to both the groups to draw the table and create an imaginary word to the event 

associated.  

The second technique will be LOCI (Places) method. The method of loci is a strategy of memory enhancement 

which uses visualizations of familiar spatial environments in order to enhance the recall of information. The method 

of loci is also known as the memory journey, memory palace, or mind palace technique. This technique has been 

followed to remember the Classification of Delivery of Fluorides in Dentistry. 

In this activity, students were encouraged to Create a mental picture of each information to be remembered. 

For example: Kitchen for Systemic Fluoride- Here we prepare the food and Eat which helps to remember the term 

systemic which is ingested in to the body (refer figure 9). 
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Figure 9: Sources of Fluoride in a Kitchen 

1. Tap water for Community Water Fluoridation 

2. Filling up the pet bottle for School Water Fluoridation 

3. Salt for Salt Fluoridation 

4. Milk for Milk Fluoridation 

5. Sugar Free for Fluoride Tablets and Fluoride drops 

For example: Wash room for Topical Fluorides- Here we place all the plaque control agents to maintain proper 

oral hygiene at home 

At home or self-applied topical fluorides: 

1. Toothpaste for sodium mono fluorophosphate dentifrice 

2. Gel for Fluoride gel 

3. Mouth rinse for Sodium Fluoride mouthwash 

Mirror for Dentist- Professionally applied topical fluorides (2% Sodium fluoride solution, 8% and 10% Stannous 

fluoride solution, 1.23% APF solution or Gel, Varnish- Duraphat and Fluorprotector) 

Multimedia approach was followed with the help of Internet source: Open source Learning. 

Students searched articles (23, 24) related to the Evidence based clinical recommendations for the use of 

Professionally Topical fluoride for caries prevention for different age groups and its cost effectiveness. This method 

helped the students to summarize, Critically evaluate and disseminate the scientific evidence into dental practice that 

is used easily by the dental professionals. Students were able to construct a multi flow charts and summary table for 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/zwfQ+45gg
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clinical recommendations stratified by age groups and caries risk categories which can be used as a decision making 

resource material in dental practice. 

Summary Table: Finally students made a summary table for the various professionally applied topical fluorides 

based on the following headings: Name of the Topical fluoride, Concentration, Method of preparation (Techniques), 

Mechanism of Action, Indications and contraindications. This summary table was used as a chairside resource 

material for the exam. Students found it very useful and were able to remember and answer the fill ups. A shift from 

regular conventional methods of learning and indulging students in activities stimulates their interest towards 

reading, writing, thinking and finally applying the concepts in dental practice. Therefore, these active based learning 

were embedded in the lecture class which enabled the students to understand the concept, memorize the event and 

finally secured good marks in the exam. Students were able to retain the important concepts related to Fluorides as 

they were encouraged to apply their knowledge and skills through activity based learning. 

D) Health Planning Cycle and Evaluation 

MILA in teaching Health Planning cycle and evaluation is a very complicated concept. Students have difficulty in 

understanding and remembering each step of the planning cycle and also its application in planning a program to 

solve a health problem at village level, district level and state level (mention the difficult section) concepts. This has 

been widely reported in various publications (25, 26). 

We used the designing instructions method of pedagogy in a class between 10 am to 12 pm. The protocol 

included how you will plan for a trip with friends. What are all the steps you will consider when you plan for a trip 

right from choosing a place for the trip? Students were given a chart with colour sketches and play clay to put their 

ideas to plan for a group trip. They are asked to design their trip plan in their own style. Students were asked to 

highlight the important trip plan steps. All students have decided to plan for a trip to Goa. Each student had their own 

style of plan. After collecting the chart, each of their steps in plan for the trip was correlated with a health planning 

cycle (Figure 10). The steps in the health planning cycle (refer Figure 11) and planning for a trip will be almost 

similar. This includes: 

 

Figure 10: Planning and Evaluation Cycle 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/tdBD+APVY
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Figure 11: Activities for Health Planning and Evaluation Class 

Step 1: Need for a trip (Assessment of health need). 

Step 2: Assessment of famous places in Goa to visit and vehicles to travel (Assessment of resources: available 

health services, transport services, govt budget allocations, govt schemes available). 

Step 3: High priority places for the trip (Setting priority health problem with needs for a program to be planned). 

Step 4: Setting dates and time for the trip (Setting up goal with aim and objectives for the health plan). 

Step 5: The plan that is number of members for the trip, travel cost, food cost, accommodation cost for the trip 

(Man power calculation, Money calculation, Material calculation). 

Step 6: Trip to Goa is on (Implementation of plan). 

Step 7: Assessment of the trip – whether the trip goes on as per plan or any changes to made and assessment after 

trip whether trip was a successful one or not, if not that point has to be rectified in next plan for a trip (Evaluation of 

plan – subjective & objective; Formative evaluation (evaluation when the program is going on, Summative evaluation 

(evaluation after the program in terms of cost-effectiveness, cost-utility, cost-efficacy).  

There has been a dramatic increase in understanding, remembering capacity and applicability of the health 

planning cycle. Students were able to remember and answer the steps in the planning cycle by order correctly by 

remembering the trip to Goa. A dental health problem scenario in the village for the 6-12 year age group was given to 

them and they were asked to solve the problem in their own style but to remember the steps in the planning cycle. All 

were able to solve the problem by implementing the steps in the planning cycle with few mistakes. 
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Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective for teaching Health planning cycle and evaluation. 

E) Levels of Prevention 

Levels of prevention in different oral diseases is a very complicated concept in the aspect where students have 

difficulty in understanding and categorizing the different treatments of oral diseases on the basis of levels of 

prevention i.e., primary, secondary and tertiary levels of prevention. 

Articles View on Prevention and Students’ Knowledge on Prevention 

A study was done by Arzu Pınar Erdem et al (27) to evaluate final-year Turkish dental student’s knowledge, 

attitude, and self-perceived competency towards preventive dentistry. It was reported in the article that to manage 

dental caries both at individual and at population levels, the newly graduated dentists who are the future oral health 

professionals should be educated and trained on preventive dental care and cariology in the dental curriculum. The 

value of prevention and its integration into undergraduate dental curricula have become increasingly admitted by the 

dental profession because dental education plays a crucial role in ensuring future dentists gain both the evidence-

based knowledge and clinical skills that are central to patient-specific preventive care. This is applicable not only to 

dental caries but also to other oral diseases such as periodontal diseases, oral cancer and malocclusion. 

Dental disease prevention is one of the most powerful and affordable ways to promote oral health, lower the 

incidence and prevalence of disease. Oral health care professional have responsibility to develop positive attitude to 

serve the community (28). 

Dental health care professionals and their knowledge and attitude towards oral health care provides a framework 

as they are the person who convey evidence based knowledge about oral health and educate the individuals as well as 

groups. Dental professionals act as role models for patients, friends, families and the community at large and hence 

they can influence others oral health related behaviour (28). In order to create more positive attitudes for future care 

professionals, there should be an early and sufficient exposure to preventive aspect of oral health in every healthcare 

professional curriculum (29). 

Methods Utilised for Teaching Levels of Prevention 

‘Real world’ learning method was utilized, where real world experiences were infused to enrich the learning 

process and this was done as game based learning. Also peer led team based activity was utilized for 

understanding the concept of levels of prevention. 

Teaching Protocol 

The protocol included the following: 

The class was divided into twenty minutes micro sessions where the lecture was taken for a duration of around 

eighteen minutes and a related activity was given followed by the lecture. Prerecorded class video pertaining to the 

topic of the session was played before every session. 

Theoretical knowledge about levels of prevention was taught by power point presentation. The first session 

explained about the three levels of prevention which was followed by a peer-led team based learning type of 

activity where the students were divided into three groups and one member from each group explained about the 

concept of primary, secondary and tertiary levels of prevention respectively. 

Further sessions included levels of prevention of different oral diseases like dental caries, periodontal diseases 

and oral cancer. Students were asked to explain about the treatment options available for treating different oral 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/N5Sf
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/I2GL
https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/I2GL
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diseases. Students were grouped and they were asked to collect images related to treatment of different oral diseases. 

Pictures depicting various treatments of dental diseases shown by each group were reviewed by the staff and sent to 

the students. This include pictures related to dental caries treatment such as topical fluoride application, pit and 

fissure sealant, fluoride rinses, fluoride supplements, amalgam restoration, root canal treatment, implants; images 

pertaining to periodontal treatment including plaque control program, scaling, deep curettage, periodontal surgery, 

removable and fixed partial dentures; photos illustrating oral cancer treatment such as anti-tobacco counselling, 

biopsy, radiotherapy, complete excision, plastic surgery. Game based learning method was employed where the 

students were asked to categorize the given treatments of dental caries, periodontal diseases and oral cancer based 

on the levels of prevention for different oral diseases.  

Outcome and Student’s Perception of Mila 

There has been dramatic improvement in the students' understanding about the different levels of prevention. 

This method helps the students to probe for various treatment modalities available for oral diseases and they found 

this as a friendly way of learning. Students showed great interest in searching preventive measures of oral diseases 

and with regard to student’s perception about this method of learning, they found this as fun filled knowledge search. 

Also the students felt that they were able to concentrate in a better way and there was less distraction as this was an 

interactive session. Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective. 

F) Primary Health Care 

Primary health care includes the following essential components such as providing education concerning 

prevailing health problems and methods of preventing and controlling them. 

Students were asked to express their views on what they felt about primary health needs of a community. What 

they expect for their community in respect for health? Students are encouraged to think in what ways healthcare can 

be improved? 

Then the components are described in detail to the students as follows. Primary health care includes the following 

essential components (30): 

● Providing education concerning prevailing health problems and methods of preventing and controlling them. 

● Provision of food supply and proper nutrition. 

● Adequate supply of safe and clean drinking water and basic sanitation. 

● Provision of maternal and child health care. 

● Immunization against major infectious diseases. 

● Prevention and control of local epidemic diseases. 

● Appropriate treatment of common diseases and injuries. 

● Provision of essential drugs. 

● Promoting health education in schools and colleges. 

Activity 1 

Students are asked to write their experience about the primary health care services available in their community. 

Experiences on immunization camp, have they visited primary health care centre, Availability of emergency drugs etc. 

Then each student is asked to narrate their experience shortly to each other. 
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Evolution of Primary Health Care 

Alma Ata conference and its subsequent evolution of PHC concepts are discussed. Area covered and No. of People 

benefited by PHC are also discussed. Manpower allocations in PHC are well described. 

Activity 2  

Students are asked to search details on PHC in their native place via web and collect details on manpower. ASHA, 

Anganwadi Workers, Health assistants etc., roles to be defined. Details on the number of Primary health centres 

available in our country etc are collected. 

Concepts  

 Affordable 

 Available 

 Acceptable 

The approaches should be affordable by the community and the conventional methods deployed should be 

acceptable by the community. 

Activity 3: Peer to Peer Teaching 

Use of mnemonics for the remembering and memorizing the elements of Primary Health care. Students discuss 

among themselves and shall make the following mnemonics during the flipped classroom activity. 

E- Education regarding prevailing diseases 

L- Local epidemic diseases prevention and its control 

E- Essential drugs provision 

M- Maternal and Child health care services 

E- Health Education Promotion in schools and colleges 

N- Nutrition and food supply 

T- Treatment of common diseases and injuries. 

S- Safe water supply and Sanitation 

This technique helped to retain the elements of primary health care and answer the fill ups. 

Activity 4: Game based Learning- Making of Color Wheels 

This activity-based learning was embedded in flipped classroom activity to remember the important points in a 

definition of Primary health care. Students were asked to construct a colour wheel with all the terms needed for the 

definition. 

For example: Essential health care, Scientifically sound, Socially acceptable and Affordable. 

Activity 5: Tree Chart Graphic Organizer 

Tree chart can be of great help to take a trip down memory lane to recollect the main Five principles of Primary 

health care based on Alma ata Declaration. Students were asked to form a tree with the following details. The topmost 

section is the main title which is five principles of Primary health care, below that are the subtopics which will be 

principles (Equitable distribution, Community participation, Intersectoral coordination, Appropriate technology and 

Focus on prevention.) (30). 

https://paperpile.com/c/OZFyDC/o1bm
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Below the subtopics, the relevant information related to each principle forms a list. 

Students are asked to discuss their experience about immunization camps etc among themselves and one student 

is asked to summarize their views. 

Activity 6: Critical Pedagogy 

A paragraph on PHC with false inputs is given to students. Students were asked to identify the false statement and 

to correct it. 

Failure to improve the underlying conditions for health is compounded by insufficient allocation of resources to 

address priority needs with equity (universality, accessibility and affordability). Based on this students are 

enlightened about various novel methods to reach each and every citizen of our country. 

Moving beyond Health Policy to Healthy Public Policy 

The conventional developments belong mostly within the traditional context of ‘health care policy'. However, if we 

must look beyond this to embrace a much larger domain: ‘healthy public policy', which has evolved into a major 

movement to stimulate health-promoting policies around the world. ‘Healthy public policy' prescribes that ‘health' 

must be on the agenda of all government ministries. Hence, students are trained in analyzing inter-sectoral 

coordination among various departments Municipality, corporation, Transport, Engineering etc in implementing 

community oriented preventive measures. 

Activity 7 – JigSaw Technique 

The jigsaw technique is a method of organizing classroom activity that makes students dependent on each other 

to succeed. It breaks classes into groups and breaks assignments into pieces that the group assembles to complete the 

(jigsaw) puzzle. Such as, No. of PHCs in each state, Analysing whether existing numbers meet the demands of the 

population, No. of people benefited by existing PHCs etc. Finally all the students are asked to complete the puzzle. 

CONCLUSION 

The future of dental professionals highly depends upon the upbringing of dental students in dental colleges. 

Effective teaching of dental subjects is very much required to produce more efficient dentists. MILA method showed 

that learning in the classroom can be “Enjoyable, Educational and Enriching” for dental students. 
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Abstract--- In most of the dental colleges in India lecturing in large groups is the usual mode of teaching. Students 

find it difficult to understand, particularly in certain topics of oral surgery. MILA technique involves dividing students 

into smaller groups and coupled with activity training. Teaching students in smaller groups is more effective and also 

increases the attention to each and every individual. This increases interaction between students and teachers, less 

time for teachers to manage the larger group of students, helps students to think better and transfer of knowledge in 

smaller groups is more effective. MILA provides an equal opportunity for all students to take part in the discussion 

which is also coupled with activity which will make lecture classes more of an interactive session rather than being 

uneventful. This article gives a outlook of MILA technique in teaching topics like impaction, local anesthesia, medical 

emergencies, lymphatic drainage of head and neck, salivary gland disorders, midface fractures, mandibular fractures, 

zygomatic fractures, maxillofacial cysts, pre-prosthetic surgeries, orthognathic surgery, space infections etc. 

Keywords--- MILA, Activity Training, Small Group Lectures, Oral Surgery. 

INTRODUCTION 

Dental college curriculum is aimed at undergraduate students in practical and theoretical areas. Main objectives of 

our curriculum should be based on developing students' technical and clinical skills(1). Lecture class for a large group 
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of students is a very common practice in India and it is also one of the oldest forms of teaching. Teaching students in 

smaller groups is more effective and also increases the attention to each and every individual. This increases 

interaction between students and teachers, less time for teachers to manage the larger group of students, helps 

students to think better and transfer of knowledge in smaller groups is more effective. Oral surgery deals with more 

clinical aspects and application oriented, which needs individual training. This type of small group training MILA 

proves to be more effective in training undergraduate students in our institution with better clinical knowledge when 

compared to traditional methods. In this article we have discussed MILA training in various oral surgery topics which 

is as follows. 

MILA in Teaching Impaction 

Management of an impacted tooth and transalveolar extraction are usually one of the fundamental topics in oral 

surgery. Though it appears to be a simple topic, any failure in proper assessment, clinical judgement and skills can 

make it extremely complicated. Undergraduate students have difficulty in understanding the classification, assessing 

the difficulty index and choice of surgical procedure. This has been widely reported in various publications(2)(3). 

We utilised Learner-Centred, Problem based learning method of pedagogy for a class of final year undergraduate 

students. The protocol included preliminary flipped class teaching and textbook reading. This was followed by each 

student to trace an intraoral periapical radiograph of an impacted lower third molar and the adjoining anatomical 

structures, including the second molar, mandible and inferior alveolar canal. Then each of them were asked to draw 

the WAR lines on the traced radiograph (fig-1). This was supervised and checked individually by the instructor (an 

oral surgery faculty; staff: student ratio 1:15). Following this, keeping an open textbook to cross check the Winters 

and Pell and Gregory’s classification, each student charted the classification and Pederson’s difficulty index. Along 

with this the tracing of inferior alveolar nerve was done and the relationship of the nerve to the tooth was evaluated.  

Having completed the above exercise, the discussion was now focussed on treatment planning. The decisions the 

student had to make were 1. the feasibility of doing the procedure as a simple elevation ( soft tissue impaction with 

no bone or tooth lock) or surgical removal, 2. In case of surgical removal –the choice of LA vs GA was to be made, 3. 

The choice of incision, 4. The need for tooth split or not, 5. The pattern of bone cutting, 6. The technique of tooth 

splitting, 7. Socket debridement and wound closure. Although the indications and classification can be consistent, 

diagnosis and treatment planning may have variations(2)(4). Hence, the answers to the above questions were written 

out and again discussed with the tutor and explanations were given with reasoning. 

When the theoretical concepts are well understood, hands-on pedagogy is implemented. Hands-on operations 

have been associated with the stages of developmental theory. When students are exposed to activities that engage 

the minds with concrete things and perform with hands, the knowledge provided becomes trustworthy and re 

emphasised with long lasting memory (5). Students are trained to feel and cut bone and tooth on cadaveric mandibles 

to simulate real patients.  

The experience of bone cutting, tooth splitting and tooth elevation gives the student an inner confidence and 

enhances their interest in the subject. There has been a dramatic increase in student understanding, case diagnosis 

and treatment planning. This is evident in their everyday clinical case judgements, answer papers and interest to 

explore their postgraduate colleagues acts in minor OT.  

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective for teaching Impactions or transalveolar 

extractions and most surgical procedures.  
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Figure 1: Tracing WAR Lines 

MILA in Teaching Local Anesthesia 

The topic of Local Anaesthesia (LA) is very important as it is the first step in every oral surgical procedure. An 

undergraduate student should know about the anatomy of nerves, the mechanism of action of the LA solution and the 

various injection techniques. When they start their clinical postings, they find it very hard to identify and relate the 

landmarks and sites clinically. Students have difficulty in understanding the mechanism of action of LA, anatomy of 

the nerves, various injection techniques. This has been widely reported in various publications(6). (Cite 1,2, 3 etc..) 

We utilised a student centered learning method of pedagogy in a class between 2017 to 2018. The protocol 

included flipped class teaching and textbook reading followed by interactive activities such as roleplays, 

demonstrations of various injection techniques using skull models and by tracing the anatomical pathways of the 

nerves on skulls. They were also given an activity where they were asked to load an LA solution in a syringe and inject 

it into fruits and vegetables to get a feel of giving the injections in patients. This in turn made them more confident 

when handling patients requiring procedures under local anaesthesia. 

 There has been a dramatic increase in the response and the understanding of the students about LA. Earlier, 

before we switched over to this form of pedagogy, during the clinical postings of the undergraduate students, they 

would not be aware of the techniques and the anatomy that much. We had to teach them the same thing again to get 

them to understand. But once we started this method, we saw an increase in the level of understanding among the 

students. They were confident in their clinical postings to identify the landmarks and give the injections with very 

little help from us. Their ability to answer questions based on LA was also much improved compared to the previous 

teaching methodology. 

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective for learning local anaesthesia. We believe that 

there is a greater understanding of the subject at the theoretical as well as the clinical level for the student. 

MILA in Teaching Lymphatic Drainage 

Lymphatic drainage of the head and neck is one of the complex topics. Anatomy in general is difficult to teach and 

also difficult for the students to understand unless they have practical experience. Unless the students master head 
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and neck anatomy, diagnosis and treatment of patients with maxillofacial diseases becomes arbitrary. One such topic 

that helps the students to master head and neck anatomy is lymphatics.  

Head and neck lymphatics is first taught to students with a power point presentation detailing the anatomical 

structures in general and their drainage pattern. Next text book reading of the same is encouraged. Flipped classes 

model is followed throughout as the flipped classroom encompasses some approaches like active and collaborative 

learning, problem-based learning and project-based learning(7). The advantages of flipped classroom model has been 

documented. 

Some advantages of the flipped classroom(8)(9). 

For students  For teachers  
Learn at their own pace  Work closely with students in 

the classroom  
Engage concepts with peers  Improve student attitudes  
Frustration levels remain low  Teachers can group students 

together  
Particular benefit to those students whose personality types and preferred 
learning styles impair their performance in traditional educational environment  

Improve students’ ability to 
solve open-ended problems  

These are covered in a single class and then once the students are taught the basics, next different clinical 

scenarios are discussed wherein each student is given a case scenario and asked to present it and discuss the lymph 

drainage pattern.  

Case based learning in medical teaching has been used for years. Today medical teaching is being charged with 

presenting discipline-specific concepts with an emphasis on clinical relevance while advancing active learning, 

critical thinking, communication skills, and other professional competencies. Problem-based learning has been widely 

introduced to support these educational goals(10). It has been concluded from the above article that CMT represents 

a feasible and resource-conservative pedagogical format to promote critical thinking and to integrate basic science 

principles during the preclinical curriculum. 

Also the students are divided into partners and encouraged to examine of all the head and neck lymph nodes on 

their partner. Team Based Learning allows medical educators to provide students with resource effective, authentic 

experience of working in teams to solve real life clinical problems (11). Prior to this exercise the students are first 

taught the hand movements to examine the lymph nodes on a model student. This type of individual teaching 

encourages the students to examine a patient confidently and present the case diagnosis to a faculty with much ease. 

Active learning is an umbrella term that embraces a variety of teaching and learning techniques. These include 

case-based learning, experiential learning, peer problem solving, and project-based learning (12). All or combination 

of these are used in the classrooms of our college to enhance the student’s perception of the subject and increase his 

confidence to treat a patient with ease. 

MILA in Teaching Maxillofacial Cysts  

 MILA in teaching Maxillofacial Cysts and its treatment is a very complicated concept. Students have difficulty in 

understanding the treatment procedures and indications of each procedure in different cystic conditions concepts. 

This has been widely reported in various publications (13). 

We utilised balloons to demonstrate marsupialization and enucleation….method of pedagogy in a class between 

9:30 to 12:00. The protocol included was for Enucleation 2 balloons were taken and inflated first balloon was filled 

with alginate mix tied and allowed to set the second balloon was slightly inflated and the alginate filled balloon was 
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put inside the second balloon and tied, now a enucleation kit was taken and students were allowed to give incision on 

the first balloon (as the mucosal layer) then the second balloon (cystic lining) was reflected with a soft tissue curette 

and the whole of second balloon (as the cyst with lining) whole was completely enucleated. 

Marsupilization for this procedure 2 balloons were taken and first balloon was filled with water and tied the 

second balloon was inflated slightly and the first balloon was put inside the second balloon and tied now 

marsupialization kit was taken and students were asked to give incision on the first balloon (mucosal incision) after 

which second balloon was encountered (cyst with cystic contents) then an elliptical incision was placed on the second 

balloon and the cyst decompressed then the first balloon and the second balloon margins were sutured together and 

keeping the cystic cavity patent. 

There has been a dramatic improvement in answering their theory paper because they are able to understand the 

procedure properly and there was no confusion between the two procedure which was the common mistake 

everyone did earlier (increase/ decrease/ no change) there is a definite improvement in their viva related to these 

two procedures they were able to explain step wise the overall procedure impressively. 

Overall, we believe teaching students by this method is effective (whatever the result is) for teaching treatments 

of cysts i.e: enucleation and marsupialization.  

MILA in Teaching Pre-prosthetic Surgeries 

Teaching Pre-prosthetic surgeries for Undergraduates is challenging. Understanding the techniques of Pre-

prosthetic surgical procedures involves understanding of 3 Dimensional anatomy of the structures involved, which 

cannot be explained effectively by theoretical presentations. 

To be able to orient the anatomical landmarks as the theory is explained simultaneously makes the class more 

effective. 

A learner centred problem based learning method of pedagogy was undergone. The protocol involved preliminary 

flipped class reading and text book learning. The objectives of Pre-prosthetic surgery are to eliminate the pre-existing 

disease, to conserve oral structures, to provide residual ridge for withstanding masticatory forces and restore 

aesthetics and function. 

Skull models were used to explain and were distributed among groups of 4. Replication of buccal mucosa was 

done using wax sheets and it was easier to demonstrate concepts and procedure of vestibuloplasty, by performing 

mock/model surgery. Thereby POGIL was implemented. 

For demonstrating concepts of Direct and Indirect Sinus lift, analogy of trenching in Warground was explained, 

and the students were given the situation as to how they will react and active discussion happened. Thereby concepts 

of direct sinus lift and indirect sinus lift were explained. 

Alveoloplasty procedures were simply explained through cast models and also the need of ridge augmentation 

and various techniques involved were demonstrated in simulation models(14). Pictures of edentulous ridges, and 

case photos where pre-prosthetic surgical procedures were indicated were projected among students who were 

divided into teams of 4. Students were given time and discussed. The discussion mainly focussed on diagnosis of the 

existing condition, the prosthodontic options available and the procedures that can be performed to achieve the 

maxillary and mandibular ridges to achieve desired results. Based on which the procedures were explained step by 

step till a clarity is attained among the students. The discussions were very interactive and two-sided in contrast to 

the conventional large group classroom learning. 
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This has led to a dramatic increase in student understanding ability. Procedures that are difficult to explain such 

as Transpositional flap vestibuloplasty also known as the lip switch, which is technically difficult to discuss even with 

tools like videos of preformed surgeries. The orientation would be still difficult unless the student gets his/her hands 

on in a model. This is very important for every student to thoroughly understand as he/she will have to explain the 

procedure to the patient before performing. 

Basically the procedures were broadly classified into two. Hard tissue procedures and Soft tissue procedures. And 

depending on the complexity, they were classified into simple and advanced. Advanced procedures such as visor 

osteotomies and ridge extensions were explained, videos were projected and the students were made to do them in 

models. 

Thereby this Interactive Learning Algorithm effectively helped in thorough understanding of the concept which 

were previously considered difficult by conventional means. 

MILA in Teaching Maxillofacial Space Infection 

 Maxillofacial space infections are one of the most interesting and most complicated sections in the field of oral 

and maxillofacial surgery. It is interesting because the drastic improvement noted in patients immediately after 

providing the right solution. To know the right solution the source of infection has to be found in the first instance 

(15). 

 This portion of understanding the source of comes from understanding the intricate anatomy and paths of spread 

of pathology. These concepts no matter what illustrated with diagram on a white board and marker pen will not be 

sufficient, because this will need a 3-dimensional pictorial or model based visualisation of the above mentioned 

concepts. 

 For this reason two techniques were used.  

1. Clay model preparation: 

 Students were asked to depict models of each space using coloured clays marking all the layers and contents 

of the space. This made it easier for them to visualise the real time structures in a more convincing way.  

 Following preparation they were asked to explain this to their friends, who raised doubts in the same and this 

made it more interesting as well find out the missed areas of conceptual understanding. 

2. Balloon inflation with alginate models: 

 The treatment of space infection involves a decompression of the abscess cavity. Descriptive explanation of 

this will not give the student a feel and motor coordination of the procedure. As with surgery any procedure 

needs a lot of refined motor skill and good hand eye coordination. 

 Hand eye coordination is a result of continuous practice of a selected set of procedures. Coordination is at its 

best when the procedure is practised on a near look alike models.  

 So we created a balloon model.  

 Balloons were inflated with three different solutions 

1. Water  

2. Red coloured solution 

3. Alginate 

 Water: 

 It was used to depict swelling due to cellulitis.  

 During decompression cavity oozes clear fluid rather than pus 

https://paperpile.com/c/wbSENZ/eFxj
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 Red coloured solution: 

 Few swelling have blood filled cavities. To depict blood red coloured solution was used. 

 Alginate 

 This was kept to depict pus exudation. 

 Students were asked to arrange the armamentarium needed for the procedure. Again reinforcing the 

theoretical explanations 

 Once the armamentarium was ready they were asked about the sterilisation aspect of it and reassuring 

the previously read theoretical concepts. 

 Students were asked about the methods of holding the instruments and demonstrated with the same. 

 Following this they were asked to perform incision and drainage on the balloon models.  

 Doing this made students have a clear feel of procedure performed and the theoretical steps have now 

been converted into muscle memory, which needs no effort to memorise the concepts which have to be 

read many times. 

By employing these, out of the box novel ideas we found the overall interest shown by students in theory class 

turned manifold and their deeper understanding of the complex concepts was at its best. The enthusiasm shown by 

students in learning newer topics even at the last 20 mins of the theory class was close to 95%. Otherwise the 

enthusiasm generally fades at the end of class, because the ability of the brain to concentrate such long hours is close 

to impossibility.  

 Feedbacks were collected from all the participants of MILA based lectures. Feedbacks pointed out that students 

were feeling confident about the subject as they have visualised it and it was easy to remember as compared to 

memorising.  

All these positive feedback were reconfirmed with results of the assessment exam which showed an outstanding 

improvement in scores across the batch and not just the selected few in class. 

MILA in Teaching Salivary Gland Disorders 

Salivary gland disorders are a complicated concept to understand. These disorders are common and a thorough 

understanding is necessary for proper diagnosis and treatment. Salivary gland disorders include developmental 

disorders, obstructive and traumatic lesions, inflammatory conditions, functional disorders, autoimmune conditions, 

and neoplastic lesions. Students encounter difficulty in understanding the surgical anatomy, physiology and 

pathology of salivary glands as reported in publications (16).  

We utilised student-centered method of pedagogy in the class, as students participate in the evaluation of their 

learning (17). The protocol included initial flipped class teaching followed by book learning. Students were divided 

into groups and were involved in small group discussions. Each group was given separate activities. Team based 

learning was encouraged as it will create healthy competition and motivate the students of one group to outperform 

the others, thus increasing the overall productivity in learning. Students were asked to classify salivary gland 

disorders and explain about specific conditions in detail. If there are any mistakes, students of other groups will point 

them out and rectify them.  

A power point presentation on the topic was given to reinforce the points that they learnt during their previous 

activities. Also, videos were presented to showcase the various surgical procedures in detail. Later Quiz was 

conducted to assess their level of understanding. Faculty also discussed with the student on one to one basis and 

clarified their doubts. 

https://paperpile.com/c/wbSENZ/hqpG
https://paperpile.com/c/wbSENZ/R8AD
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Later various case scenarios were given and the students were asked to identify the condition and provide a 

suitable treatment plan with a note on complications of the surgical modalities. Thus, case-based learning was 

promoted and the students were engaged in active rather than passive learning. It helped in their critical thinking, 

professional communication skills, thereby improving their overall competency in solving real-life clinical problems 

(18). 

Having completed the above exercises, the students were presented with patients having salivary gland disorders 

during their clinical postings and were asked to diagnose them. They would take a proper case history in a systematic 

way, provide provisional diagnosis and propose a treatment plan. Thus, the habit of active case-based learning was 

inculcated among the students (19). 

There has been a dramatic increase in students ’ ability to understand the pathology of salivary glands, its 

diagnosis and management. This was evident in their answer papers, everyday clinical case judgements, and were 

able to recommend proper treatment options for their patients. Thus Overall, we believe training students by this 

active learning method is effective for teaching salivary gland disorders. 

MILA in Teaching Mandibular Fracture 

 Mandibular fracture is an important topic to be covered for undergraduate students. Just by taking lectures and 

reading books will not give complete understanding on maxillofacial trauma (20). Surgical anatomy, diagnosis and 

management of mandibular fracture is difficult to understand by undergraduates as they are usually not exposed to 

post graduate department and operation theatre. 

We utilised the new method of teaching called MILA (A NEW EDUCATION SYSTEM BY PROF.DR.DEEPAK 

NALLASWAMY), which creates the active learning environment for the students. Instead of hours of lecture and 

entire students in a class, MILA replaced with 20 minutes of lecture followed by activity based learning for a small 

group of students. This method of teaching gives a individual student care and motivates student to perform well in 

class. 

Incorporating MILA in teaching mandibular fractures makes the student understand the subject in depth, even if 

they are not exposed to post graduate department and operation theatre. For a duration of 120 minutes lecture class, 

MILA is framed in such a way that both lecture and activity is interspersed to make students interactive and attentive 

(Table-2). This improves their concentration and lateral thinking. Hours of lecture alone make the student bored, 

sleepy and they won’t understand the subject three dimensional. So this MILA is scheduled as three 20 minutes 

lecture and three activity based learning followed by assessment. 

Table 2 

Class Time Topic 

Lecture 20 minutes Surgical anatomy& classification 

Activity 20 minutes Game based learning 

E.g. Clay model and threads 

Lecture 20 minutes Clinical and Radiographic diagnosis 

Activity 20 minutes POGIL (Process Oriented Guided Inquiry Learning) 

Lecture 20 minutes Management 

1. Conservative 

2. Surgical 

Activity 20 minutes 1. wiring technique in stone model 

2. plating system demonstration 

3. Hand on in skull model 

https://paperpile.com/c/wbSENZ/IXWu
https://paperpile.com/c/wbSENZ/CGj2
https://paperpile.com/c/wbSENZ/GXNS
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Flipped Class 

 Pre-recorded keynote video about mandibular fracture. Students will go through this video before the class and it 

helps the student to understand the concept much easier and can ask their doubts in class and clarify. 

Assessment by Concept Mapping 

 Students can be assessed by doing concept mapping about the mandibular fracture. This method of learning 

encourages students to show keen interest in the subject. After completion of this session, every student is able to do 

a clinical and Radiographic diagnosis for a trauma patient who comes to their respective clinics and they will be able 

to do treatment planning and explain the patient as well. Over all MILA is an effective method of teaching. 

MILA in Teaching Midface Fracture 

There are so many methods of teaching that have evolved for centuries, dating back from the Gurukulam system 

to recent technology mediated “e “education methods like Byju Apps. Even though so many teaching methods are 

there, we the department of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons felt that task was a little tough to make our students 

completely understand the inner core of our subjects. After reading students test papers, class notes and their 

answers for viva voice, I personally felt that even the meritorious students themselves cannot fully understood the 

maxillofacial surgery, then I realized that our subject needs to taught in a different manner because ours is the only 

subject in the undergraduate curriculum in which students are unexposed to practical aspects. Our Saveetha under 

graduates are highly fortunate in this world because they are one and only students who are able to do Fixed Partial 

Dentures, Implants, flap surgeries, Root canal Treatments particularly molar RCT, and Fixed ortho appliances. In this 

way they are unique when compared with other college students who are unable to perform all these at U.G level. But 

when considering our OMFS department, the problem is common everywhere because of the curriculum which 

concentrates extraction as the one and only U.G level practical module, but for theory they must study all topics 

starting from Impaction to latest distraction Osteogenesis that too without even seeing one surgery. Undergraduate 

student in our college is doing all practical works like FPD, Implants, RCT s, Fixed Orthodontic Appliance on their 

own, which makes them to easily understand the theoretical aspects of the subjects, but for surgery they are doing 

only extraction as practical, so I found that just by imagining the subject will not help them to understand, so I felt 

that the Pedagogy in teaching lies in giving some practical demos in models, and live case discussions, demo surgical 

videos. 

So, I kept MILA as Making students Intellectual in their Learning Aspects. Keeping this in mind, the midface 

trauma chapter was taught to students. 

 In this student were initially taught with conventional power point methods and they were asked whether they 

understood. Then students were grouped into two groups. The skull model was shown to them, the basic anatomic 

structures in the mid face like maxilla, piriform rim, pterygoid plates, zygoma, infra orbital rim, fronto zygomatic 

suture were shown. Then students were asked to study about Lefort fractures in a book and then asked to draw Le 

fort lines in the dried skull models and if unable to do then Le fort fracture I,I,III lines were demonstrated (21). Later 

with the dried skull model itself the clinical features like displacement, deranged occlusion, orbital rim fracture 

causing entrapment were demonstrated. With this the students were able to understand the concepts in midface 

fractures easily. 

Apart from this to easily understand the clinical features, the students were grouped into 3groups and clinical 

picture photos were shown to them initially and they were also demonstrated about clinical features like occlusal 

derangement, numbness of infra orbital region, depression of malar region, step defect during palpation, decreased 

https://paperpile.com/c/wbSENZ/3Pfz
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mouth opening in zygomatic arch fracture, circum orbital ecchymosis, sub conjunctival hemorrhage, decreased 

vertical movements of the affected eye ball due to entrapment were demonstrated. This helped me to make students 

easily understand about the clinical features of mid face, zygomatic complex fractures, orbit fractures. 

Then comes the task like radiographic findings. For that also the grouped students were shown and individually 

explained about radiographic findings of mid face, ZMC and orbital fractures like starting from showing them the 

basic fracture line how it will look in OPG and CT, then how to identify the fractures in CT, check with normal side, 

and hemosinus, muscle entrapment like honey dew appearance in coronal sections of CT in case of orbital trapdoor 

fracture and in Zygomatic arch fracture, the depressed arch how it affects the mouth opening, Dolan’s lines, Roger’s 

lines were explained. 

In books also there are pictures for clinical features and radiographic findings but students could better orient 

themselves when they were shown different images of different patients, live patients, and images of CT, OPG, PNS 

XRAY with pictures and films. 

What’s next? The difficult task in management of fractures the books they will simply keep some pictures with 

most theory which was difficult for the students to orient themselves into the surgical aspects. So the students were 

shown with photos how the fractures will look if you operate, how to approach, identify the fracture. They were 

explained about the concepts of Open Reduction/ closed Reduction, and how to reduce fractures for example Gille’s 

approach for zygomatic fracture, and reduction of infra orbital and ZMC fractures. 

Later in dried skull models plating technique were also demonstrated to the three groups. And if some students 

want, they are asked to make a drill in the skull so that they can able to get the feel of operating., for Post Graduates, 

apart from all these they asked individually to drill and do volunteer fractures and fix it with plates and screws. In the 

operation theatre the Post graduates were asked questions regarding the mid face fracture topic and they were also 

asked to present the case before surgery. The students will study and come with the notes they prepared, then with 

the live patient the P.G will be asked to do starting from incision, identification of fractures, reduction and fixation of 

fractures by themselves and guided them accordingly. 

Implication for Future 

Post graduates have chance to experience the live surgery and they can easily understand after seeing the 

surgeries personally, but for undergraduates after all these demonstrations they can understand the subjects well, 

rather I am of view that if even under graduates were allotted with few weeks of OT posting to observe and assist 

major surgeries, they can easily orient themselves with the theoretical aspects like other branches as they do the 

practical works on their own. Patient images were used for demonstration of clinical features in mid-face fractures 

(Fig-2). 

 

Figure 2 
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Video of Demonstration of Vertical Gaze in Mid Face Fracture 

The video demonstrating the restricted vertical eyeball movements of the affected side are enclosed separately as 

we could not upload here. 

Similarly, CT image were used for demonstration of mid-face fractures (Fig-3). 

 

Figure 3 

For better correlation, we used Surgical treatment photos for demonstration (Fig-4). 

 

 

 Figure 4 

MILA in Teaching Surgical Reduction of Zygomatic Arch Fracture 

Dentists are bio-engineer!? said anonymously. Thus an academician in dentistry is a glorified tooth bio-engineer.         

“Oral maxillofacial surgery is a unique speciality of dentistry as it is a bridge in between medicine and dentistry. 

Hence teaching maxillofacial curriculum for undergraduate as well as postgraduate will be challenging since and the 

maxillofacial surgeon has to knowledge bridge in imparting medical and dental speciality curriculum to 

undergraduate and postgraduate students. 
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Teaching maxillofacial surgery curriculum for undergraduate has certain shortcoming as an undergraduate as not 

exposed to all surgical procedures done in post-graduate syllabi. Moreover, the subject (OMFS) itself requires 

correlation with clinical as well as applied anatomy to understand. Henceforth an undergraduate student might feel 

unrealistic and boredom if maxillofacial surgery is taught as routine PowerPoint presentation classes, chalk and 

board or OHP sheet etc. 

 I felt “MILA” teaching methodology will make syllabi of “Oral maxillofacial surgery more interesting and 

approachable, even applicable in their clinical practice. Hence I started practising MILA teaching methodology for 

undergraduate in my routine teaching schedule. 

Below here I am narrating one of my topics being taught to undergraduate students with simulation -kind of 

surgery activity for better understanding of surgical technique and to get the live feel of instruments used in that 

particular procedure. 

Maxillofacial trauma is one of the cumbersome topics in Oral and maxillofacial surgery. 

Moreover teaching an undergraduate and making it understandable on Surgical management technique of 

Zygomatico-Maxillary Complex (ZMC) fracture is not easy. Undergraduates have difficulty in understanding various 

aspects in zmc -topic starting from its complex anatomy to numerous surgical approaches as wells various surgical 

techniques like open & closed reduction etc (22). 

After discussing with undergraduate students at the end of a conventional lecture class about all other surgical 

techniques of management of Zygomatico-Maxillary Complex (zmc) fracture. I decided to apply MILA teaching 

methodology for one specific surgical technique for better clarity and to avoid confusion. 

I realised activity-based learning will make them imbibe the topic. I decided to proceed with Medical 

Imitation/(Simulation) Learning Activity (MILA) (whereas MIlA actually stands for MULTIPLE INTERACTIVE 

LEARNING ALGORITHM),for a specific topic namely “ Gilles method of Closed Reduction of Zygomatic arch fracture” I 

utilised the” Simulated based learning” method in on a topic namely ’ Gilles Temporal approach of reducing the 

zygomatic arch fracture (Fig-5)(23).  

The protocol /steps included:- 

I) Simulation of surgical technique step by step using routine materials or props available in our department or 

clinic namely as follows:- 

a) Modelling dental wax sheet 

b) Rubber dam 

c) Adhesive tape 

d) BP Handle no 3 

e) BP blade no 15  

f) Resin skull model with mandible articulated 

II) After Simulation-activity being demonstrated to all undergraduate students, Students were divided, two 

groups. Where every one of either group actively participated and demonstrated at least one step of simulated 

surgical activity.  

At the end of the activity, there was an overwhelming response from the students in both groups. Students in both 

groups felt a better understanding of the above topic because of simulated hand on surgical technique. 

https://paperpile.com/c/wbSENZ/cjU7
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Overall, I believe teaching students by this method was found effective for teaching topic namely “GILLES 

METHOD OF CLOSED REDUCTION OF ZYGOMATIC ARCH FRACTURE”. I believe if the same sort of activity-based 

learning method (i.e. like MILA) will improve students' learning aspects in maxillofacial surgery. As a faculty, I felt 

happy when those students were able to understand and respond correctly to questions being asked at the end of the 

lecture session. 

The Learning Curve in My Carrier 

During my post-graduation in omfs, Junior resident - (academics) (@MGPGI) was the designation given to me 

because, It was my routine schedule to teach undergraduate third and final year BDS where even all other specialities 

junior residents along with my self taught the conventional chalk and board with a PowerPoint presentation. After 

joining as a faculty in SIMATS my perspective towards teaching students has entirely changed.  

I have learned a new methodology of teaching which can reach students easily and also students friendly. Hence I 

would rather say '' MILA" as a milestone in my teaching career. 

Future Perspective of Mila 

Observation-based learning for undergraduate students in omfs curriculum - a promising future methodology of 

learning?! 

Undergraduate, as well as Postgraduate in dentistry, learn and implicate their surgical skill only after observing as 

well as assisting surgical procedure done by faculty. Henceforth undergraduate especially while learning complicated 

or difficult maxillofacial surgery topic will be able to orient to the topic if those students observe cases related to the 

topic in operation theatre while being operated in operation theatre or through audiovisual -aid in classes itself in 

near future. During the internship, a student can observe and assist which is often super -exciting for student in 

maxillofacial surgery post-operative ward also preoperative surgical preparation to get an overall idea of how a 

patient is being as inpatient since most of the dental treatment is done as outpatient or day care basis only.(23,24) 

Figure-5: Picture showing stepwise (step-1 to 9) from incision to dissection of SCALP layer with final elevation of 

zygoma using rowe’s elevator. 

  

STEP 1     STEP 2 

  

STEP 3     STEP 4 
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MILA in Teaching Orthognathic Surgeries 

 Orthognathic surgeries are usually one of the customary and routine procedures in the field of oral and 

maxillofacial surgery. Though it appears to be a difficult subject to understand and perform, knowledge on proper 

assessment, clinical judgement and skills can make it extremely simpler. Undergraduate students have difficulty in 

understanding the diagnosis of skeletal malocclusion and assessing using cephalometric analysis and choice of 

surgical procedure.  

We in our institution teach students without box training. The protocol included preliminary flipped class 

teaching and textbook reading. This was followed by each student making diagnosis using cephalometric radiographs 

and the adjoining anatomical structures, including the second molar, mandible and inferior alveolar canal, Lingual 

nerve Then each of them were asked to make the cuts which are done in Bilateral sagittal split osteotomy. This was 

supervised and checked individually by the instructor. Following this, keeping an open textbook to cross check the 

classification of malocclusion and various maxillary and mandibular orthognathic procedures. Along with this the 

tracing of cephalometric and knowing predominant points to do better orthognathic results. 

Having completed the above exercise, the discussion was now focussed on diagnosis and treatment planning. The 

decisions the student had to make were how to prepare the mock surgery models, to know interpretation of 

cephalometric radiographs and come to conclusive diagnosis of malocclusion, the choice of incision, the need for 

removal of third molar in case of bilateral sagittal split osteotomy, the pattern of bone cutting, the technique of bone 

splitting, plating system. Although the indications and classification can be consistent, diagnosis and treatment 

planning may have variations(14). Hence, the answers to the above questions were written out and again discussed 

with the faculty and explanations were given with reasoning. 

When the theoretical concepts are well understood, hands-on pedagogy is implemented. Hands-on operations 

have been associated with the stages of developmental theory. When students are exposed to activities that engage 

the minds with concrete things and perform with hands, the knowledge provided becomes trustworthy and re 

emphasised with long lasting memory(5). Students are trained to feel and cut bone on cadaveric mandibles to 

simulate real patients.  

The experience of bone cutting, bone splitting and plating and screw fixation on the natural or acrylic bone model 

gives the student an inner confidence and enhances their interest in the subject. There has been a dramatic increase 

in student understanding, case diagnosis and treatment planning. This is evident in their everyday clinical case 

judgements, answer papers and interest to explore their postgraduate colleagues acts in OT.  

Overall, we believe teaching students by model surgeries with natural bone or STL models is effective for teaching 

orthognathic surgery and most surgical procedures.  

CONCLUSION 

 This approach of teaching students is found to be very effective in understanding very difficult topics. Small group 

teaching helps in concentrating on each and every individual and students are less distracted, whereas lecturing to 

larger groups makes it difficult to concentrate on students with less receptive skills. MILA provides an equal 

opportunity for all students to take part in the discussion which is also coupled with activity which will make lecture 

classes more of an interactive session rather than being uneventful.  

 

 

https://paperpile.com/c/wbSENZ/x8QQ
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